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Abstract

The unit testing of object-oriented classes is complicated by the presence of hidden
mutable state, since the state of an instance may depend on its entire history of input.
This difficulty is known as "the state problem" and causes unit tests to contain a lot
of test set-up code, making them more fragile and complex. This thesis presents the
stateless method extraction "testability refactoring", which is designed to overcome
the state problem by extracting simple methods that operate only on their parame
ters, communicate results only through their return values, have no side-effects and
whose functionality can be directly verified by unit tests. An empirical evaluation
compares our approach to three other strategies, using three open-source projects
and measuring three metrics for each combination. Our approach produces the best
results on average, improving the testability of the classes under test while keeping
their public interface intact.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Introduction

Our thesis is that testability of business logic can be improved with stateless method
extraction. In this chapter, we introduce the "state problem" and the motivation
for solving it. We also introduce how we will be evaluating our stateless method
extraction approach and the metrics we will use to evaluate and measure testability
improvements using it. We conclude with an overview of the rest of the thesis.

1.2

Problem

Software has advanced considerably in the last several years, but has software quality
kept up? We do not always know how good a program or component is, or if it is free
of defects, and if those defects will affect the program, directly or otherwise. Software
defects can range from the benign, such as incorrect colours and typographical errors
in the interface or output, to the very serious, such as causing the destruction of a
rocket carrying four satellites [55, 2] or the death of several patients [53].
Programming languages and compilers have evolved to add features that make it
easier to write code, although those features do not always make it easier to test the
same code. Object-oriented programming (OOP), for example, has introduced con
structs and paradigms designed to make abstraction, inheritance and polymorphism
easier, but at the same time has introduced a feature that can make testing more
1

2

difficult: encapsulation (information hiding) in the form of instance state. Encapsu
lation allows an object to hide its implementation details so as to present a simpler
interface to callers. Indeed, Alan Kay describes this simpler, higher-level interaction
between objects as "goals", replacing low-level assignments: "Again, the whole point
of OOP is not to have to worry about what is inside an object." [49]
Hidden and mutable instance state poses a problem for automated unit testing
because that instance state may come into play when exercising a specific scenario
in business logic [19]. Since the instance state is mutable, the values may not be
initialized at instance construction or can change as instance methods are called.
Because the instance state is hidden, there exists, by definition, no way to manipulate
this instance state directly. Separately, hidden (but immutable) instance state or
mutable (but visible) instance state do not' provide too many difficulties for test
writing. It is the combination of the hidden and mutable properties that makes it
difficult to write tests.
1.2.1

Hidden Mutable State, Described

Hidden mutable state (HMS) manifests itself in different forms:
• Instance state that cannot be set from the constructor or a factory method.
• Instance state that cannot be directly set from a setter method or property.
• A constructor or direct factory method is not available. For example, an in
stance can only be created as a by-product of a method call on another class.
• Instance state points to objects with their own hidden mutable state.
In short, a class with hidden mutable state has variables or fields that must be set
or modified indirectly as a result of calling a method that, although not necessarily
directly related, modifies one or more variables or fields.

3

Hidden mutable state results in difficult-to-test code, which means it remains
untested, despite the many automated test frameworks and systems available [15].
This is likely due to a trade-off between ease of maintenance and testability, where
testability was ultimately not favoured.
We still want to test the code, but we must first surmount the difficult-to-test
obstacle that hidden mutable state introduces:
"It is often difficult to control the pretest state of the [Implementation
Under Test (IUT)]. The instance variables of the IUT are encapsulated
and often composed of still more uncontrollable objects. The interface
of the IUT is typically insufficient for testing purposes. (...) Although
existing IUT methods can be used to control state, they often do not
provide all access needed and can produce spurious test results if they are
buggy. They may not even exist, if their development has been deferred
to a later increment or they are part of an abstract class. (...) Observing
the post-test state of the IUT is often difficult, for the same reasons that
controlling the pretest state is difficult." [19]
1.2.2

Business Logic, Defined

Meszaros defines business logic as "The core logic related to the domain model of a
business system." [61] For the purposes of this thesis, business logic will refer to the
conditions and computations involving state changes, such as code that prevents the
deposit of a negative amount into a bank account or code that converts degrees into
radians before performing a rotation. Such business rules and processes often read
their inputs from and write their outputs to instance state.
In the process of testing the business logic in a method that uses hidden in
stance state (as input, output or both), it usually becomes necessary to write the
test such that it will indirectly write to this state to implement specific scenarios.

4

Listing 1.1: C# showing the SmokeDetector class with HMS
1
2
3
4
5

public class SmokeDetector {
public const double Level = 0.3;
public const int Danger = 5, WaitTime = 20;
private int time = 0, offTime = 0, detected = 0;
private bool alarmOn = false, waiting = false;

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

public int Cycle(double level) {
int signal = 0;
time++;
if (level > Level && detected < Danger)
detected++;
else if (detected > 0)
detected—;
if (!alarmOn && detected == Danger) {
alarmOn = true;
signal = 1;
}
if (alarmOn) {
if (Jwaiting && detected == 0) {
waiting = true;
offTime = time + WaitTime;
}
if (waiting && detected == Danger)
waiting = false;
if (waiting && time > offTime) {
waiting = false;
alarmOn = false;
signal = -1;
}
}
return signal;
}
}

This makes the test method difficult to maintain because the test will be more un
wieldy and less obvious—especially in the "arrange" phase [70], also called the "setup"
phase [61]—which may discourage the creation of such tests.
An example of the state problem can be seen in listings 1.1 and 1.2. They demon
strate how having all the instance fields marked as private forces any test wishing

5

Listing 1.2: C# showing the test class for the SmokeDetector, with the repeated
calls to the Cycle () method
•1 using NUnit.Framework;
2
3 [TestFixture]
4 public class SmokeDetectorTest {
5
6
[Test]
7
public void OnAfterFiveThenOffAfterFivePlusTwenty () {
8
var detector = new SmokeDetector();
9
10
// 4 seconds at level of 0.6 accumulates detection
11
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
12
Assert.AreEqual (0, detector.Cycle (0.6));
13
}
14
15
// the 5th second at level 0.6 triggers alarm
16
Assert'.AreEqual (1, detector.Cycle (0.6));
1-7
18
// alarm sounds while detection decays
19
// through 5 seconds at level 0.1
20
for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
21
Assert.AreEqual (0, detector.Cycle (0.1));
22
} .
23
24
// alarm sounds for another 20 seconds
25
for (int i = 0; i < 20; i++) {
26
Assert.AreEqual (0, detector.Cycle (0.1));
27
}

28
29
30
31
32
33

// 20 seconds without breaching level means
//it is safe to turn off alarm
Assert.AreEqual (-1, detector.Cycle (0.1));
}
}

to bring the object to a certain state—such as "alarm sounds while detection de
cays"—to repeatedly call the Cycle () method with various values provided to the
level parameter. By the same token, the only observable state for verification is
the return value of the method, although, in this particular instance, this should be
sufficient for most test scenarios.

6

1.3 Motivation
Lest we could somehow perform the practically impossible "complete testing" (in
other words, exhaustively trying all possible inputs), testing can only show the pres
ence of defects and not their absence [28]. A good set of automated tests, on the other
hand, can catch software regressions that may be introduced through the addition
of a feature or the removal of a defect. Finding—and fixing—regressions as early as
possible ensures the fixing cost is minimized [75, 65]. A good set of automated tests
is henceforth defined as one that can catch most software regressions. Meszaros calls
this goal "Bug Repellent" [61].
A metric commonly used to represent confidence in a set of automated tests is
code coverage percentage, usually in the form of statement coverage [74]. Code that
is covered might be—but is not necessarily—tested, but uncovered code is definitely
untested code [20]. Shipping software with untested code is like serving a dish that
has not yet been tasted.
HMS does not just present trouble to tests written by programmers—henceforth
referred to as human-generated tests (HGT)—but also to computer-generated tests
(CGT), such as those generated through Evolutionary Testing (ET), a form of Search
Based Software Testing. Indeed, McMinn reported on the difficulty HMS brought to
ET:
"States can cause a variety of problems for ET, since test goals involving
states can be dependent on the entire history of input to the test object,
as well as just the current input." [60]
If HMS presents an obstacle to unit testing some business logic, it is possible to
work around the HMS with a noteworthy "arrange" (or "setup") phase, but this is not
always desirable as it can increase the maintenance overhead and costs to write the
unit tests, both for human- and computer-generated tests. There are other obvious

7

options available, such as increasing the visibility of the mutable state or converting
the state from mutable to read-only. While it is possible to perform the former without
changing the public interface of the IUT, the latter would very likely change the public
interface, not to mention the associated risk in performing non-trivial modifications
without the safety net of sufficient tests. Fortunately, there exists an option with
better results.
One perhaps less obvious option is the extraction of a subset of the stateful func
tionality in the form of a stateless method which has all its inputs and outputs
available to the test driver, while sourcing those inputs from and outputs to the very
instance fields they represent within the implementation itself. An example of this
can be seen in listings 1.3 and 1.4. The original implementation of the Cycle ()
method has been trivially extracted into a static overload that accepts all its input
and emits all its output through parameters and the method return value 1 . The AccumulateDetection () test method can then be written to supply values for all
parameters, while keeping the fields that the parameters would be initialized from,
safe from modification. Indeed, the previous test is still there, unchanged, since the
SmokeDetector's public interface did not change as a result of performing this
transformation.
If we could overcome the unit testing obstacles brought on by HMS, we would be
able to write more and better tests, thus enhancing our ability for catching regressions
as our software projects evolve and saving time and effort.

xThe

ref keyword in C# causes the method argument to be passed by reference, such that "any
change to the parameter in the method is reflected in the underlying argument variable in the calling
method." [10]
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Listing 1.3: C# showing the SmokeDetector class with the static Cycle ()
method overload extracted
1
2
3
4
5

public class SmokeDetector {
public const double Level =0.3;
public const int Danger = 5, WaitTime = 20;
private int time = 0, offTime = 0, detected = 0;
private bool alarmOn = false, waiting = false;

6
7
8
9

public int Cycle(double level) {
return Cycle(level, ref time, ref offTime,
ref detected, ref alarmOn, ref waiting);

10

}

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42

internal static int
ref int time, ref
ref bool alarmOn,
int signal = 0;
time++;
if (level > Level
detected++;
else if (detected
detected--;

Cycle(double level,
int offTime, ref int detected,
ref bool waiting) {

&& detected < Danger)
> 0)

if (!alarmOn && detected == Danger) {
alarmOn = true;
signal = 1;
}
if (alarmOn) {
if (Iwaiting && detected == 0) {
waiting = true;
offTime = time + WaitTime;
}
if (waiting && detected == Danger)
waiting = false;
if (waiting && time > offTime) {
waiting = false;
alarmOn = false;
signal = -1;
}
}
return signal;
}

}
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Listing 1.4: C# showing the test class for SmokeDetector exploiting the new
Cycle () method overload
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

using NUnit.Framework;
[TestFixture]
public class SmokeDetectorTest {
[Test]
public void AccumulateDetection () {
int time = 0, offTime = 0, detected = 0;
bool alarmOn = false, waiting = false;
for (int i = 1; i <= 4; i++)

11

{

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

int actual = SmokeDetector.Cycle (0.6,
ref time, ref offTime, ref detected,
ref alarmOn, ref waiting);
Assert.AreEqual (0, actual);
Assert.AreEqual (i, time);
Assert.AreEqual (i, detected);
}
}

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

[Test]
public void OnAfterFiveThenOffAfterFivePlusTwenty () {
var detector = new SmokeDetector();
// 4 seconds at level of 0.6 accumulates detection
for (int i = 0; i < 4; i++) {
Assert.AreEqual (0, detector.Cycle (0.6));
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}

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

48

// the 5th second at level 0.6 triggers alarm
Assert.AreEqual (1, detector.Cycle (0.6));
// alarm sounds while detection decays
// through 5 seconds at level 0.1
for (int i = 0; i < 5; i++) {
Assert.AreEqual (0, detector.Cycle (0.1));
}
// alarm sounds for another 20 seconds
for (int i = 0; i < 20; i++) {
Assert.AreEqual (0, detector:Cycle (0.1));
}
// 20 seconds without breaching level means
// it is safe to turn off alarm
Assert.AreEqual (-1, detector.Cycle (0.1));
}

}
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1.4

Goal

If we are to overcome the difficulties of HMS when testing business logic, can we do
so with minimal changes to the public interface and with minimal risk of introducing
regressions? Can the unit tests be kept parsimonious, yet cover all the important
edge cases? Is there something we can do to make code containing hidden mutable
state more easily testable?
The goal of this thesis is to improve the testability of business logic in classes that
suffer from the "state problem"—because they contain HMS. This is to be done by
increasing the maintainability of the accompanying tests while minimally affecting
the functionality and the public interface of the code under test. The goal is to be
validated according to the following metrics:
1. Complexity of the unit tests.
2. Number of changes to the public interface of the class under test.
3. Percentage of branches covered using concolic testing [52].

1.5

Objectives

To fulfill the general goal of improving testability of business logic in HMS-afflicted
code, we have the following objectives:
1. Design and describe a testability refactoring [40] called "stateless method ex
traction" (SME).
The SME technique would transform the source code of the implementation
under test (IUT) to introduce a functional, or "externally state-free", software
layer to specifically work around many of the testability problems of HMS and
to generally increase the testability of the code under test. This technique will
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be applied manually by the author, although it should be possible to automate
it.
2. Design and implement an automated evaluation.
The evaluation will measure the three metrics of the goal on 4 competing strate
gies (including SME), using 3 open-source projects.
3. Implement the Public Interface Comparer tool.
As a suitable tool to enumerate the changes in public interface between two
versions of a .NET project output could not be found, one will be written.
4. Independently apply techniques on the open-source projects.
SME and 3 other techniques will be applied to evaluate their relative effective
nesses. After the techniques have been applied to their respective copies of the
IUT, unit tests will be written by the author for each copy, exploiting their
relevant features in order to write the simplest tests possible.
5. Run the evaluation and collect the results for comparison and discussion.

1.6 Outline
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 introduces the problem
domain, describes related concepts, related work and concludes with how the work fits
in context. Chapter 3 covers the design, suitability and applicability of the proposed
testability refactoring, including examples. Chapter 4 introduces a mechanism by
which to evaluate the proposed testability refactoring, followed by the results of the
evaluation and their correlation to the goal. The document ends with chapter 5 where
the work is summarized, the results discussed and further work is proposed.
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1.7 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the state problem, the specific difficulties related to
hidden mutable state and our approach as a possible solution. We also described the
three metrics we will be using to evaluate our approach along with specific objectives
for the design of the approach and its evaluation. We concluded with an overview of
the rest of this thesis.

Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an overview of the related concepts from object-oriented (00)
programming to automated testing to computer-generated tests, introduces related
work, establishes context within that work and defines the scope of the thesis.

2.2

Object Oriented Programming

This thesis focuses on testing programs written with OO languages—as opposed to
procedural or functional languages—because the intent is to solve a problem specific to
many 00 languages: hidden mutable state. Although procedural languages (such as
C) allow programs to have mutable state, the state is not usually hidden. Functional
languages (such as Lisp) on the other hand, only allow programs to be written using
immutable state through the use of set-once variables. Pure procedural and functional
languages are therefore excluded from consideration.

2.2.1 Terminology
00 languages will generally have a basic set of features, the most important of which
are described here for clarity:
class The definition for an object.
instance A run-time manifestation of a class, each of which has its own scope.
13
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static A scope for the definition of a class.
field A variable associated with a class (static field) or with an instance (instance
field).
method A set of operations attached to a class (static method) or to an instance
(instance method).
constructor A special method that is called when an instance of a class is created.
factory method A method whose purpose is to create instances of a class, but not
necessarily an instance of the class in which it is found.
overload Two (or more) methods that have the same name, but different parameter
numbers or types are said to be overloads of the same method.
interface A contract (usually in the form of a list of methods) for classes to imple
ment which enables their instances to be interchangeable with other implemen
tations of the interface.
property A method whose purpose is to allow the reading or reading and writing
of a field's value. Some languages support this directly while others offer a
convention of "getter" and "setter" methods, instead.

2.3 Automated Testing
A proper introduction to automated testing, especially as it pertains to 00 programs,
would fill a book and indeed it has. The reader is encouraged to consult Testing
Object-Oriented Systems by Robert V. Binder [19] for details beyond this chapter's
overview.
Generally, a test is said to be automated if there exists a program that can:
start the IUT or a subset thereof, initialize some suitable inputs for the scenario to
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be verified, provide these inputs to the IUT and then verify the resulting output,
without any intervening assistance.

2.3.1 Testing frameworks
Automated testing frameworks provide developers with the ability to write and or
ganize test scenarios, execute them sequentially and independently from one another
and finally report on their successes.
This thesis focuses on testing frameworks [18] that allow the test development
environment to be identical to the implementation development environment, collec
tively called xUnit [61]. A single test scenario can be implemented as a test method
in a test class, exercising functionality in the method under test (MUT) in another
class, the class under test (CUT). A collection of test classes is known as a test suite.
Test methods will generally have at least three phases: arrange, act and assert
(Meszaros calls them setup, exercise and verify, plus adds teardown [61]). The func
tionality in a test method is not always separated as such and might instead be
intermixed or even be located elsewhere in the test class. The arrange phase concerns
itself with preparing the CUT and/or the environment, effectively setting the indi
rect inputs for the MUT and optionally initializing complex direct inputs. The act
phase contains code that calls the MUT with its direct inputs and collects the direct
outputs, if any. The assert phase derives any indirect outputs, if any, and verifies
the actual outputs against the expected outputs. The optional fourth phase consists
of cleaning up the environment, as necessary.
The terms test inputs and test outputs will henceforth be used to refer to both
their direct and indirect sets. It is worth noting that because exhaustive testing is
not feasible, test suites will usually contain scenarios that sample only a fraction
of the possible input space. In those cases, the test inputs will have been selected
to represent typical use, boundary conditions and other potential areas for defects.
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Such classes of values for the test inputs earns them the "interesting and relevant"
designation.

2.3.2 Test scope
As alluded to in the previous sub-section, this thesis concerns itself with automated
testing, at the lowest level, by focusing the test scenarios on methods, which is also
known as unit testing. This is in contrast to integration testing which concerns itself
with the interaction between a class and another class and/or some external envi
ronment such as a file system or a network, and subsystem testing which involves
observing the interaction between a class and several other classes and/or external
components such as a database or a web service.

2.3.3 Code coverage
An IUT can be automatically instrumented to record which statements and expres
sions (collectively known as sequence points) are executed—or visited—during an
automated test run. The resulting report is known as statement coverage and will
usually correlate its results with the original source code by highlighting the state
ments and expressions that were executed [20]. This report will also include enough
data to determine the coverage percentage, which is computed as visited sequence
points (VSP) divided by total sequence points (TSP). The report usually aggregates
this information at the method, class, namespace and program levels [74].
Code coverage can be used to determine the completeness of the test suite or,
more precisely, to identify areas of the IUT that are untouched by the tests. The
presence of uncovered code can also reveal surprises in the implementation, although
its best use remains the identification of missing test scenarios.
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2.4 Computer-Generated Tests
2.4.1

Motivation for Computer-Generated Tests

It may not always be possible or feasible to have a programmer write automated
tests for a component or an implementation. Reasons provided by Biihler and We
gener [24] include the simultaneous satisfaction of functional, real-time and safety
requirements as well as the very large test space resulting from the interaction of
50-70 independently-developed embedded systems. The nature of the assembled sys
tem—in this case a premium vehicle—also makes manual testing, such as driving the
vehicle in an environment suitable for each scenario, prohibitively expensive. Biihler
and Wegener go on to suggest generating tests automatically to work around these
obstacles and thus reduce costs. Evolutionary testing (ET), "the application of evolu
tionary computation to test automation" [24], is therefore suggested to automatically
and efficiently sample the test input space. ET will usually be implemented using ge
netic algorithms (GA), which are well-suited to a mix of exploration and exploitation
in the search space [57].
Binder writes:
"Automatic test generation can be used without having to pregenerate
expected results. Although generating input values automatically is easy,
generating the corresponding expected results automatically is usually
difficult." [21]
Even if tests are automatically generated without the use of an oracle (human or
otherwise), the generated test suite can still serve as a baseline and could be used to
detect changes in the outputs as a result of adding features or fixing defects. These
changes in the outputs could indicate a regression, just as changes in the outputs of
human-generated tests would.
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In the present case, there's an additional reason computer-generated tests are
interesting: we can use an automatic structural test generator to objectively compare
the testability of source code under various transformations. Sub-section 4.2.2 will
introduce how the coverage of CGT can be interpreted as a measure of testability
and sub-section 4.5.3 will show the results of that approach.
More details about the various flavours and uses of computer-generated tests are
provided in the following sub-sections.

2.4.2

Approaches to Computer-Generated Tests

There are three major approaches in generating tests: Random Testing, Search Based
Software Testing and Concolic Testing [52] are described in the following sub-sections.

Random Testing
Random testing (RT), as the name implies, consists of generating inputs based on
random numbers and is thus undirected. RT does not perform as well as ET [86],
although it has been used as a baseline for comparing other test generators [52].

Search Based Software Testing
Search-based software testing (SBST) is the application of a metaheuristic search
technique (MST) to the problem of generating test inputs [57]. The technique is based
around the optimization of an objective function, trying to improve an initial solution
based on feedback from the objective function—either by maximizing or minimizing
its value, depending on the desired outcome—effectively making it a guided quest for
global optima in the search space.
For test input generation, the search space is the domain of the test inputs and
the objective function is carefully constructed to reward interesting and relevant test
inputs. The nature of "interesting and relevant" depends on the intent of the testing
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exercise. In general, the biggest difficulty of SBST lies in the definition of the objective
function [16]. Consult the following section for the major intents of SBST.
The general flow of MST implementations is to start with one or more "initial so
lutions", created either with domain knowledge or at random, and apply the objective
function on the solution(s) to establish a solution score. If no solution score exceeds
a pre-defined threshold, tweak the solution(s) according to some heuristic and repeat
the process with the new solution(s) until either no improvement in score is detected
or some pre-defined time or iteration threshold is reached.
The simplest heuristic is called "hill climbing", a strategy that focuses on the best
objective function value in the neighbourhood of the current solution's search space.
This greedy, exploit-only strategy will often cause a hill climber to get stuck in local
optima.
An improvement to hill climbing was proposed in the "simulated annealing"
heuristic whereby solutions with worse objective function values will be considered
with a probability decreasing with the number of iterations, allowing more of the
search space to be explored in the beginning and ending with a hill climber-like ex
ploitation.
One of the better MST heuristics is "genetic algorithms (GA)", a class of "evo
lutionary algorithms". It is designed to simulate the process of natural selection
(sometimes known as "survival of the fittest") by modelling a population of solutions
as chromosomes and providing ways for pairs of solutions to "breed" through recom
bination (splicing part of one parent with part of the other and also combining the
remaining two parts), providing the next generation of solutions. The simulation
is made more authentic through the use of mutations (random, low-probability al
terations to the chromosome) and various reproduction selection mechanisms, such
as fitness-proportional selection and tournament selection. Through this simulation,
solutions will appear to evolve across the generations and, given appropriately-tuned
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parameters, the population of solutions will be diverse and "fit", thus providing a
good balance of exploration and exploitation of the search space.

Concolic Testing
Concolic testing (CT) is the combination of concrete and symbolic execution ap
plied to the problem of test data generation. It is also known as dynamic symbolic
execution [57].
Symbolic execution (SE) is a simulated execution of a given path through the
program using symbols in place of input values, and keeping track of expressions in
stead of concrete values as assignments and operations take place [50]. For a program
operating exclusively with integers, one could say SE is the algebraic equivalent of the
arithmetic operations that would be evaluated with concrete execution. The resulting
output of SE is generally a system of constraints on the inputs for executing the given
path. .
Concrete execution—running an instrumented version of the program—can be
combined with SE such that the two executions axe correlated to verify the generated
constraints against concrete values. Often times, this correlation allows the simplifi
cation of these constraints, for example by removing non-linear sub-expressions [57].
A constraint solver can then be used to find test input values that cause the execution
of specific paths through the IUT [78].

2.4.3 Intents of Computer-Generated Tests
There are four major uses for Computer-Generated Tests (CGT) described in the
following sub-sections. They differ mostly in the choice of executable statements to
target and are not usually specific to any CGT approach in particular. The exception
is non-functional testing, which does not target any executable statement in particular
and is more suited to an optimization approach (such as SBST).
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Structural Testing
testing that takes into account the internal mechanism of a system or
component. Syn: glass-box testing, white-box testing [12]
Coupling an automated test generator with a code coverage tool makes it possible to
discover which inputs can be used to reach otherwise hard-to-cover areas as well as
areas of the code where no inputs can be found to reach them (within a pre-defined
search time). This could indicate that the code is unreachable because it contains,
for example, conflicting pre-conditions. CGT intended for structural testing will
generally attempt to execute all statements of an IUT at least once.
Functional Testing
1. testing that ignores the internal mechanism of a system or component
and focuses solely on the outputs generated in response to selected inputs
and execution conditions 2. testing conducted to evaluate the compliance
of a system or component with specified functional requirements. Syn:
black-box testing [12]
Functional testing can even be performed by encoding the specification's requirements
as a component of a simulator. For example, Biihler and Wegener evaluated the
functionality of a brake assist system using a simulator [24]. The simulator would
report if the safety requirements were violated by the brake assist system, such as
instances where the system either did not enhance the driver's brake torque in a
critical situation or provided too much braking in a non-critical situation.
Grey-Box Testing
Grey-box testing combines both structural and functional information for
the purposes of testing. [57]
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The objectives of grey-box testing are to attempt to get assertions, already embedded
in a program, to be violated and to trigger exception conditions. Some of this work
even temporarily turned specially-formatted comments into executable assertions for
the purposes of targeting their fault branches for execution [57].

Non-Functional Testing
Non-functional testing concerns itself with verifying non-functional requirements1,
such as constraints on execution time, working memory, long-term storage and pro
cessor load, usually for embedded and real-time systems. Test inputs are sought which
cause the program to exceed pre-defined thresholds, such as taking more time than
usual or consuming more memory than expected. This can be measured by instru
mentation external to the IUT, such as the operating system's timers and counters,
or by using a simulator [77].

2.5

Related Work

The following sub-sections are introduced by quotes relevant to their topic.

2.5.1 The State Problem
"Side-effects, by which I mean changes to the values stored in fields of
objects or elements of arrays, are clearly intended to be used frequently
in Java. However, the presence of side-effects can make it harder to rea
son about a program, because there is invisble [sic] state to the side of
computations which changes. That means a reader needs to keep track
of both the visible aspects of a program and the hidden values off to the
side that may change." [39]
*a software requirement that describes not what the software will do but how the software will
do it. Syn: design constraints, nonfunctional requirement [12]
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"Although encapsulation does not directly contribute to the occurrence
of bugs, it can present an obstacle to testing. Testing requires accurate
reporting of the concrete and abstract states of an object and the ability
to set state easily. Object-oriented languages make it difficult-—if not
impossible—to directly set or get the concrete state." [22]
McMinn identified the "State Problem" in the context of evolutionary testing and
described a few possible solutions that enhanced the ET system to compensate for
problems brought on by state [60]. Difficulties with internal state are also mentioned
by Biihler and Wegener [24], Harman et al. [43], Tillman and de Halleux [78] and
Baresel et al. [16].
Difficulties associated with internal state can be reduced or worked around with
better analysis, such as data dependency analysis [51] or with data flow testing [63].
Because data dependency analysis can often be time-consuming, techniques such as
program slicing [79] were developed to help reduce the search space. McMinn went
on to develop a technique that enhances the search to look for method call sequences
and combines the chaining approach with evolutionary search [58].
Another approach to generate tests for programs with state—specifically those
written in 00 programming languages—was proposed by Wappler and Wegener [85].
Their two-phase technique, called "strongly-typed genetic programming", consists of
first using genetic programming to generate a sequence of methods to call (creating
instances of classes as necessary), then using a genetic algorithm to find suitable
values for the parameters of the generated method calls.
Binder suggests the following four approaches to work around a programming
language's visibility constraints:
1. Private Access Driver
"A Private Access Driver may be developed only in a language that
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offers the ability to bypass normal scoping/visibility rules, providing
visibility of all elements of a class implementation to a client class or
subclass." [19]
While C++ has the friend feature which can grant the test class full access
to the CUT's members, Java and C# do not have such a feature. The closest
equivalent is a reflection-based solution to access hidden members2.
2. Test Control Interface
"Use special-purpose language mechanisms that make all elements
of a class's implementation visible to a driver to achieve necessary
control of pretest state and observation of post-test state." [19]
This approach is applicable to Objective-C and Smalltalk/ENVY which make
it possible to extend the CUT with methods that have access to the hidden
members of the CUT. The closest equivalent in C# would be the use of the
partial keyword that allows classes to be defined across multiple files, how
ever a parial-based CUT extension would have to be defined in the same project
as the CUT, given that test classes are, by convention, defined in a separate
project.
3. Drone
"Use multiple inheritance to compose a test package class that com
bines the driver and the class under test." [19]
This approach is very limited because it relies on a programming language
having both multiple inheritance and private member access from subclasses.
It appears only Eiffel supports this approach.
2For

example, Microsoft provides the PrivateObject class with the Visual Studio Testing Tools
to simplify this approach: h t t p : / / m s d n . m i c r o s o f t . c o m / e n - u s / l i b r a r y / m i c r o s o f t .
visualstudio.testtools.unittesting.privateobject.aspx
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4. Built-in Test Driver
"Implement a test suite and a test driver wholly containd within the.
class under test. Provide an interface to activate and exercise the
tests." [19]
Adding test methods directly to the CUT or to an inner class thereof is the
main idea of this approach, which side-steps the hidden member problem (inner
classes have access to all of their outer class's members) but also provides the
potential for interference from the test code.
Meszaros' "Test Utility Methods" pattern [61] is similar in intent to SME as it tries
to overcome the difficulties in setting the inputs and reading the outputs of an MUT.
Although Meszaros' technique also adds methods that accept the logic under test's
direct inputs and return the direct outputs, the difference is that the complexity is
simply hidden in the test utility methods, whereas SME will not have such a complex
intermediary method between the test method and the method under test.

2.5.2 The Case for Functional Programming
"However, the functional style is also perfectly adapted to incremental
testing: programs written in this style can also be tested one function at
a time. When a function neither examines nor alters external state, any
bugs will appear immediately. Such a function can affect the outside world
only through its return values. Insofar as these are what you expected,
you can trust the code which produced them." [38]
"Imperative functional programming" is promoted by Reddy [69] and appears to push
the idea of a public functional programming interface built on top of imperative fea
tures. This is in contrast to the present thesis, which would see an internal functional
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programming interface (built on top of imperative features) as a building block for a
possibly pre-existing object-oriented interface.
Van-Roy and Haridi support the spirit of our approach, declaring "We find that
a good rule of thumb for complex systems is to keep as many components as possible
declarative. State should not be 'smeared out' over many components. It should be
concentrated in just a few carefully selected components." [66] Support is also provided
by Wampler: "Side-effect-free functions make excellent building blocks for reuse, since
they don't depend on the context in which they run. Compared to functions with
side effects, they are also easier to design, comprehend, optimize, and test." [84]
Hevery, on the other hand, appears to disagree with our approach [46] and argues
for a pure object-oriented approach [48]. His technique of choice for increasing testa
bility is the addition of "test seams" [46]. Haahr nevertheless argues for "referential
transparency" [39] to not only make computations easier to understand but also easier
to parallelise.
2.5.3 The Case for Testability Transformations
"It could be said that the algorithm for side-effect removal creates an
'almost functional' language, in which all state changes are expressed using
the assignment statement. This would return the programming paradigm
to that considered by the initial work on the Axiomatic Method, where
axiomatic semantics is comparatively elegant and easy to define and use.
This, perhaps, provides further additional anecdotal evidence that sideeffects are hard to reason about and that their removal is worthwhile for
comprehension." [44]
Because programs are not always easily testable as written, it has been suggested
by Harman et al. to automatically create an alternate (and temporary) version of
the program that is easier to analyze or test by applying some transformations [41].
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These transformations can be as simple as "flag removal"; the inline expansion of a
boolean variable with its underlying expression [42]. Another example would be the
removal of expressions with side-effects [44].
The general idea of testability transformation was further developed by Korel et
al. [51] as well as McMinn et al. [59], among others. Program slicing could also be
considered a testability transformation [43]. Harman eventually goes one step further
and suggests "testability refactoring": a permanent program transformation that has
the simultaneous goals of making the program easier to test and better (or at least
no worse) for the programmer [40].
The technique proposed in this document consists of a sequence of transformations
that are all refactorings; "altering [an existing body of code's] internal structure
without changing its external behavior" [31]. SME will be applied to the IUT's source
code in a transparent way to consumers of the code, except for the new methods that
will be extracted and made available to write small, focused unit tests. Meszaros, on
the other hand, suggests refactorings that are mostly applied to the source code of
the tests themselves [61].
SME requires no new language features or extensions to be created and the source
code to the IUT can be compiled as it was before, with no additional steps. This
is in contrast to the TXL source transformation language [27], whose purpose is to
augment a programming language with syntactic extensions. TXL works by trans
forming a program written in an augmented language into a program for the original
programming language before being compiled.

2.5.4 The Case for Simplicity
"A low cyclomatic complexity generally indicates a method that is easy
to understand, test, and maintain." [6]
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"(...) long tests are often Obscure Tests (page 186) and tend not to pro
vide very good Defect Localization (see page 22) when they fail partway
through the test." [61]
McCabe introduced the concept of "cyclomatic complexity" with the intention of
evaluating the difficulty involved when testing programs based on their structure [56].
Indeed, McCabe even discussed the possibility of reducing a program's structure to
reduce the testing effort, with the intent of writing software that is both testable
and maintainable. Basili et al. [17] showed that the Response For a Class (RFC)
metric3 is correlated to the probability of finding faults for a class, suggesting smaller
methods will be less likely to have defects.
Hevery created the Testability Explorer tool to compute the "Non-Mockable Total
Recursive Cyclomatic Complexity" metric, compute the "Law of Demeter" metric [54]
as well as count the number of global mutable fields in Java programs [47]. The first
metric is an evolution of McCabe's metric for OO programs while the other two
metrics also help to reduce the testing effort through smaller call chains (Demeter)
and less "spooky action at a distance" (surprise side-effects) by reducing the use of
mutable global fields [45].

2.6

Scope

The thesis focuses on addressing the glass-box unit testing difficulties introduced by
hidden mutable state, in the context of object-oriented software, through the use
of stateless method extraction. In other words, the implementation under test is
available for inspection as tests are written on. a per-method basis for classes that
contain private instance fields whose values are altered by calls to instance methods.

3RFC

is defined as "The number of methods that can potentially be executed in response to a
message received."
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Considerations outside the scope of this thesis therefore include:
• Opaque-box testing
• Integration (or other high-level) testing
• Non-object-oriented software
Additional considerations outside the scope of this thesis include:
• Testing of hidden state mutations. These must still be tested, but those tests
are not covered by this thesis.
• Run-time performance of IUT or unit tests
• Performance of SBST (such as ET) on IUT
Stateless method extraction is to be compared against 3 other strategies for unit
testing OO software containing hidden mutable state; table 2.1 describes precisely
the strategies covered.

Strategies
Do nothing
Stateless method extraction
Making mutable state visible
Making state and methods visible
Making hidden state immutable
"Test Utility Methods"
"Private Access Driver"
"Test Control Interface"
"Drone"
"Built-in Test Driver"
Adding "test seams"

Known effects
Affects
Affects
public
IUT or
tests
interface
neither
N
IUT
N
IUT
N
IUT
N
IUT
Y
tests
N
IUT
N
both
N
tests
N
both
' N
IUT
Y

Covered
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Table 2.1: A matrix of known strategies designed to improve testability, their known
effects and whether they are covered by this thesis.
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2.7 Summary
This chapter introduced the reader to representative terminology and domain con
cepts before describing more advanced concepts, related work and finally how the
thesis fits into the existing research.

Chapter 3

Approach

3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes our approach to improving the testability of classes that suffer
from the state problem. Our approach takes the form of the manual application of our
SME testability refactoring and we describe several examples of its use, followed by
discussions on when SME can be used as well as how. We conclude with a discussion
of important decisions made.

3.2

Design

Stateless method extraction's intent is to increase the testability of an IUT by sep
arating the interaction between the IUT's hidden mutable state and the inputs and
outputs of that IUT's instance methods. This decoupling allows programmers to first
focus their unit tests on the pure computation aspects—in other words, the business
logic—then on the object-oriented layer above the stateless methods. This document
covers the former while the latter is out of scope, the domain of the likes of Spec
Explorer [81].
It is important to note that SME relies on the fact that all its steps will only
modify the IUT's source code in ways that will not alter any of the behaviours and
functionality present before SME was performed. That is to say, all the operations
performed should be pure refactorings [31] and no functionality changes are to be
performed during the process. These rules help ensure the use of SME is invisible to
31
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end-users and has the least chance of introducing defects or regressions in the affected
methods.

3.2.1 Overview
Stateless method extraction is performed in six high-level steps, applied repeatedly
until no more candidate blocks can be identified:
1. Identification of a candidate block.
A "candidate block" is a functionality subset of an instance method that looks
promising to turn into a stateless method.
2. Re-ordering of incidental operations.
On some occasions, it may be necessary to move some statements out of the
candidate block that are not relevant to the functionality subset and/or whose
ordering is not critical (such as logging).
3. Assignment of inputs and outputs to local variables.
Identify the new method's input and output parameters, then create local vari
ables for them.
4. Simplification of inputs.
Optimize the input parameters to be native or built-in types.
5. Extraction of the candidate block into a method.
The candidate block should now be easily converted into a stateless method.
6. Re-inline any variables created to facilitate a refactor.
This reverses the actions of step #3 so the refactor has as little impact on the
original code as possible and only contains the necessary changes.
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Listing 3.1: Pseudo-code showing the general procedure for extracting stateless meth
ods
Procedure extract_stateless_method (instance_method)
While (block = find_candidate_block (instance_method)) != null
If contains_incidental_operations ( block )
If incidental_operations_can_be_re —ordered ( block )
re—order_incidental_operations( block)
Else
# the second half will be picked up by the next iteration
split-block ( block)
End If
End If
introduce_local_variables (block)
Until parameters_and_return_values_are_simple_types( block)
shrink_candidate_block( block)
introduce_local_variables( block)
Repeat
extract-candidate.block(block)
re—inline_local_variables( instance-method )
End While
End Procedure

Listing 3.1 shows a pseudo-code version of the stateless method extraction proce
dure. The following sub-sections will cover the individual steps in greater detail while
section 3.6 will explain the decisions behind them.

3.2.2 Step 1: Identification of a Candidate Block
The first step of SME consists of identifying, in an instance method, one or more
functionality subsets that would be good candidates for extraction and subsequent
unit testing. The idea is to look for units of computation (i.e. business logic) that
read from and/or write to hidden mutable state. It is not necessary to extract the
entire body of an instance method if there are parts of the method that would be
more suitable to extract and unit test separately. It is also possible a method will
contain no candidate blocks to extract; the technique need not be forcibly applied if
no unit testing advantages can be realized.
The criteria for establishing candidacy of a block consist of:
1. A sequence of related stateless statements.
Stateless statements are defined as depending directly on their inputs and with
out side-effects. Relatedness of the statements can be determined by data de
pendency analysis, which can be performed informally using the "highlight ref
erences" features of modern development tools. Statements that interpret input
parameters to interact with the environment (such as reading/writing files and
sending/receiving network traffic) are not considered stateless. Statements may
produce effects (such as assignment and return values) but may not cause other
values to change as a result of execution (such as modifying HMS), as this would
defeat the purpose. Section 3.2.3 describes how to deal with non-stateless state
ments.
2. Inputs (local variables, fields and/or method parameters): at least 1, but no
more than 6.
3. Outputs (local variables, fields and/or return values): at least 1, but no more
than 3. At least one non-trivial result must be produced by processing the
input (s).
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Categories of interesting candidate blocks include:
• Implementations of mathematical formulas.
For example, converting from degrees to radians or computing the great circle
distance (the shortest path between two points on a sphere), both of which are
shown being performed inline in listing 3.2, while they have been respectively ex
tracted into the ToRadians () and CalculateGreatCircleDistance()
methods in listing 3.3.
• Processing of a single element where such processing currently takes place while
looping through a sequence of elements.
For a before-after example, refer to listings 3.4 and 3.5.
• String parsing, especially when using a regular expression. This allows the
parsing to be separated from the use of its results, so that the parsing and the
subsequent computations can be tested separately.
• Filling in of templates.
This can be considered the reverse of parsing and usually involves combining a
few inputs to yield a meaningful construction, such as a string representation
of an object. An example of this category can be found in the GenerateltemNodeO method extracted in listing 3.5. Here an XElement instance is
created (on line 36) and its attributes initialized from two of the supplied pa
rameters (lines 37 and 38) as well as from a value derived from the last two
parameters (line 45).
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Listing 3.2: C# showing the ComputeTourLength () method in the FlyingSalespersonProblem class with some inlined mathematical formulas
1
2
3
4
5

public class FlyingSalespersonProblem {
private const double AverageEarthRadius = 6372.8;
private readonly int _numberOfCities;
private readonly IDictionary<int, LatLon> _cities;
private readonly IList<int> _visitingOrder;

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

public FlyingSalespersonProblem
(ICollection<double[]> cities) {
_numberOfCities = cities.Count;
_cities
new Dictionary<int, LatLon>(_numberOfCities);
_visitingOrder = new List<int>(_numberOfCities);
foreach (double[] triplet in cities)
{
var point = new LatLon (triplet [1], triplet'[2]);
_cities.Add ((int) triplet[0], point);
_visitingOrder.Add(0);

18

}

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

46

}
public IList<int> VisitingOrder
{ get { return _visitingOrder; } }
public double ComputeTourLength() {
double tourLength = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < _numberOfCities; i++)
{
int j = (i + 1) % _numberOfCities;
var from = _cities[_visitingOrder[i]];
var to = _cities[_visitingOrder[j]];
var deltal = Math.PI * from.Lat / 180.0;
var lambdal = Math.PI * from.Lon / 180.0;
var delta2 = Math.PI * to.Lat / 180.0;
var lambda2 = Math.PI * to.Lon / 180.0;
tourLength += AverageEarthRadius
* Math.Acos(
Math.Cos(deltal)
* Math.Cos(delta2)
* Math.Cos(lambdal - lambda2)
+ Math.Sin(deltal) * Math.Sin(delta2)
);
}
return tourLength;
}

}
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Listing 3.3: C# showing the ComputeTourLength () method with the ToRadians () and CalculateGreatCircleDistance () methods that were extracted
from it
1

public double ComputeTourLength()

2

{

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

double tourLength = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < _numberOfCities; i++)
{
int j = (i + 1) % _number0.fCities;
var from = _cities[_visitingOrder[i]];
var to = _cities[_visitingOrder[j]];
tourLength +=
CalculateGreatCircleDistance(
from.Lat, from.Lon, to.Lat, to.Lon);

12

}

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

return tourLength;
}
internal static double CalculateGreatCircleDistance
(double fromLat, double fromLon, double toLat, double toLon)
{
var deltal = ToRadians(fromLat);
var lambdal = ToRadians(fromLon);
var delta2 = ToRadians(toLat);
var lambda2 = ToRadians(toLon);
return AverageEarthRadius
* Math.Acos(
'
Math.Cos(deltal)
* Math.Cos(delta2)
* Math.Cos(lambdal - lambda2)
+ Math.Sin(deltal) * Math.Sin(delta2)
);
}
internal static double ToRadians(double degrees)
{
return Math.PI * degrees / 180.0;
}
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Listing 3.4: C# showing the GenerateXml () method with a candidate block be
tween lines 19-30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

public XElement GenerateXml
(string relativePathToRoot)
{
var itemsNode =
new XElement(DeepZoom2008 + "Items");
var collectionNode =
new XElement(DeepZoom2008 + "Collection",
new XAttribute("MaxLevel", 7),
new XAttribute("TileSize", 256),
new XAttribute("Format", _imageFormatName),
itemsNode

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

);
var mortonNumber = 0;
var maxPostld = 0;
foreach (var postld in _postIds)
{ '
maxPostld = Math.Max(maxPostld, postld);
// <1 N="0" Id="351" Source="../0351.dzi"/>
var itemNode = new XElement(ItemNodeName);
itemNode.SetAttributeValue("N", mortonNumber);
itemNode.SetAttributeValue("Id", postld);
var fileName =
postld.ToString(_fileNameldFormat);
var relativeDziSubPath =
Path.ChangeExtension(fileName, "dzi");
var relativeDziPath = Path.Combine(
relativePathToRoot, relativeDziSubPath);
itemNode.SetAttributeValue("Source",
relativeDziPath);
itemNode.Add(_sizeNode);
itemsNode.Add(itemNode);
mortonNumber++;
}
collectionNode.SetAttributeValue("Nextltemld",
maxPostld + 1);
return collectionNode;
}
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Listing 3.5: C# showing the GenerateXml () method with the candidate block
extracted as the GenerateltemNode () method
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

public 'XElement GenerateXml
(string relativePathToRoot)
{
var itemsNode =
new XElement (DeepZoom2008 + "Items'");
var collectionNode =
new XElement(DeepZoom2008 + "Collection",
new XAttribute("MaxLevel", 7),
new XAttribute("TileSize", 256),
new XAttribute("Format", _imageFormatName),
itemsNode

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37.
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

);
var mortonNumber = 0;
var maxPostld = 0;
foreach (var postld in _postIds)
{
maxPostld = Math.Max(maxPostld, postld);
var itemNode = GenerateltemNode(mortonNumber,
postld, _fileNameIdFormat, relativePathToRoot);
itemNode.Add(_sizeNode);
itemsNode.Add(itemNode);
mortonNumber++;
}
collectionNode.SetAttributeValue("Nextltemid",
maxPostld + 1);
return collectionNode;
}
internal static XElement GenerateltemNode
(int mortonNumber, int postld,
string fileNameldFormat, string relativePathToRoot)
{
// <1 N="0" Id="351" Source="../0351.dzi"/>
var itemNode = new XElement(ItemNodeName);
itemNode.SetAttributeValue("N", mortonNumber);
itemNode.SetAttributeValue("Id", postld);
var fileName =
postld.ToString(fileNameldFormat);
var relativeDziSubPath =
Path.ChangeExtension(fileName, "dzi");
var relativeDziPath = Path.Combine(
relativePathToRoot, relativeDziSubPath);
itemNode.SetAttributeValue("Source",
relativeDziPath);
return itemNode;
}
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It follows that there are uninteresting categories of blocks, such as:
• Trivial state changes.
A good example is a Reset () method that sets a number of instance fields to
a specific set of values, such as constants. The whole point of such a method is
to mutate hidden state and thus there would likely be very little functionality
that could be tested in isolation.
• Too many inputs and/or outputs.
This category could be considered a more general case of the previous category,
but there are instances where it may not make sense to break up some processing
for readability, maintenance or performance reasons.
• Not enough outputs.
An example of a block in this category would be an instance method calling
instance methods on its fields in such a way that there are no observable changes
to the fields' own hidden mutable state. Extracting that block would likely
provide no unit testing advantage and is thus uninteresting.
• Too many interactions with the environment.
If an instance method consists mostly of interactions with external entities such
as a file system or a database, there may be very little functionality left that is
stateless that would benefit from extraction and isolated unit testing.

3.2.3 Step 2: Re-ordering of Incidental Operations
The second SME step is about finding and, if necessary, moving statements that
are either unrelated to a computation or statements that are not stateless (such
as those that cause side-effects) out of the candidate block. This should only take
place if the original instance method's functionality will not be adversely affected

by the move. If the functionality would indeed be adversely affected by the re
ordering of unrelated or non-stateless statements, the candidate block should be split
such that its new endpoint is just before the unrelated or non-stateless statement.
A subsequent candidate block could be attempted just after the unrelated or nonstateless statement.
An example of unrelated statements can be seen in listing 3.6, specifically in the
candidate block identified between lines 18 and 33. The majority of the operations in
the block concern themselves with the creation and configuration of the itemNode
instance, while at least 3 of them perform tasks incidental to the itemNode config
uration: lines 21, 23 and 25. Line 20 does augment itemNode, but does so with
a trivial operation (the Add () method call) and so its inclusion in the candidate
block could be argued either way. For the purposes of this example, line 20 will be
considered incidental. The candidate block could be shrunk by re-ordering all the
operations identified as incidental without affecting the functionality. In particular,
the mortonNumber++; operation on line 23 is only sensitive to ordering insofar
as itemNode. SetAttributeValue ("N", mortonNumber) ; on line 22 is con
cerned and thus could be moved down and out of the candidate block. Lines 20 and
21 depend on one another as well as line 19 (the creation of the itemNode instance),
but the behaviour would be the same if they appeared at the end of the block (the
XML API used in the example guarantees this) and therefore, because they have
no advantage being located immediately after the creation of itemNode, they can
be safely moved out of the candidate block. The last incidental operation is max
Postld = Math .Max (maxPostld, postld); on line 25. Its only dependency
is the postld loop variable and thus could be moved up to be the very first opera
tion in the loop. Listing 3.4 illustrates the result of re-ordering the lines containing
incidental operations and the smaller, simpler candidate block obtained between lines
19 and 30.
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Listing 3.6: C# showing the GenerateXml Intermixed () method with a candi
date block between lines 18-33
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

public XElement GenerateXmllntermixed
(string relativePathToRoot)
{
var itemsNode =
new XElement(DeepZoom2008 + "Items");
var collectionNode =
new XElement(DeepZoom2008 + "Collection",
new XAttribute("MaxLevel", 7),
new XAttribute("TileSize", 256),
new XAttribute("Format", _imageFormatName),
itemsNode

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

);
var mortonNumber = 0;
var maxPostld = 0;
foreach (var postld in _postIds)
{
// <1 N="0" Id="351" Source="../0351.dzi"/>
var itemNode = new XElement(ItemNodeName);
itemNode.Add(_sizeNode);
itemsNode.Add(itemNode);
itemNode.SetAttributeValue("N", mortonNumber);
mortonNumber++;
itemNode.SetAttributeValue("Id", postld);
maxPostld = Math.Max{maxPostld, postld);
var fileName =
postld.ToString(_fileNameldFormat);
var- relativeDziSubPath =
Path.ChangeExtension(fileName, "dzi");
var relativeDziPath = Path.Combine(
relativePathToRoot, relativeDziSubPath);
itemNode.SetAttributeValue("Source",
relativeDziPath);
}
collectionNode.SetAttributeValue("Nextltemid",
maxPostld + 1);
return collectionNode;
}
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Listing 3.7: C# showing common code used by listings 3.8 and 3.9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

public class Info {
public int Revision { get; set; }
public Uri Url { get; set; }
public Uri Root { get; set; }
public Guid Uuid { get; set; }
}
public partial class SubversionClient

9 {
10

private string ExecuteSvn(string arguments)

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18

19

20
21

string output;
using (var p = new Process())
p.Startlnfo.UseShellExecute = false;
p.Startlnfo.RedirectStandardOutput = true;
p.Startlnfo.FileName = _pathToSvnProgram;
p.Startlnfo.Arguments = arguments;
p.Start();
output = p.StandardOutput.ReadToEnd();
p.WaitForExit();

22
23
24
25

return output;

A statement is said to be non-stateless if values or data not explicitly specified by
parameters or the return value are modified as a result of execution. This can be as
simple as an instance method modifying hidden mutable state, a method modifying
global state or a method interpreting its parameters for interaction with the environ
ment, such as using a string parameter as the name of a file to create or delete, or
the name of a database table to read from or write to. Non-stateless operations will
generally be more difficult to re-order because, by definition, they cause or depend
on side-effects and standard data dependency analysis will be made difficult because
it would have to be aware of private instance field changes.
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Listing 3.8: C# showing the Loadlnfo () method with a candidate block between
lines 7-32
1 public partial class SubversionClient {
2
private readonly string __pathToSvnProgram;
3
public SubversionClient(string pathToSvnProgram)
4
{ _pathToSvnProgram = pathToSvnProgram; }
5
6
public Info Loadlnfo(string pathToWorkingCopy) {
7
var sb = new StringBuilder();
8
sb.Append("info").Append(' ');
9
sb.Append('"');
10
sb.Append(pathToWorkingCopy);
11
sb.Append('"').Append(' ');
12
sb.Append("--xml");
13
var arguments = sb.ToString();
14
15
var output = ExecuteSvn(arguments);
16
17
var doc = new XmlDocument();
18
doc.LoadXml(output);
19
20
var urlNode = doc.SelectSingleNode("/info/entry/url");
21
var rootNode = doc.SelectSingleNode(
22
"/info/entry/repository/root");
23
var uuidNode = doc.SelectSingleNode(
24
"/info/entry/repository/uuid");
25
var revisionNode = doc.SelectSingleNode("/info/entry/0revision");

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

var result = new Info {
Revision = Convert.ToInt32(revisionNode.Value, 10),
Uri = new Uri(urlNode.InnerText),
Root = new Uri(rootNode.InnerText),
Uuid = new Guid(uuidNode.InnerText),
};
return result;
}
}

An example of a non-stateless method in the middle of a candidate block can be
seen at line 15 of listing 3.8. The ExecuteSvn () method, defined at line 10 of
listing 3.7, starts a sub-process and returns the contents of StandardOutput and
thus is said to interact with the environment, making it definitely non-stateless. In
this particular case, because the call to the ExecuteSvn () method depends on the

computations immediately above it and provides input needed by the computations
immediately below it, it can not be moved before or after the candidate block (lines
7-32). This causes the original candidate block to be split into parts excluding the
immovable, non-stateless method with the first half being lines 7-13 and the second
half lines 17-32. Listing 3.9 shows the two stateless methods that were extracted, re
spectively, from the first and second candidate blocks: C r e a t e l n f o A r g u m e n t s ()
and ParselnfoFromXml().
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Listing 3.9: C# showing the Createlnf oArguments () and ParselnfoFromXml () stateless methods that were extracted from the Loadlnfo () method
1 public partial class SubversionClient {
2
private readonly string _pathToSvnProgram;
3
public SubversionClient(string pathToSvnProgram)
4
{ _pathToSvnProgram = pathToSvnProgram; }
5
6
internal static string CreatelnfoArguments
7
(string pathToWorkingCopy) {
8
var sb = new StringBuilder();
9
sb.Append("info").Append(' ');
10
sb.Append('"');
11
sb.Append(pathToWorkingCopy);
12
sb. Append("").Append (' ');
13
sb.Append("--xml");
14
return sb.ToString();
15
}
16
17
public Info Loadlnfo(string pathToWorkingCopy) {
18
var arguments = CreatelnfoArguments(pathToWorkingCopy);
19
20
var output = ExecuteSvn(arguments);
21
22
var result = ParselnfoFromXml(output);
23
return result;
24
}
25
26
internal static Info ParselnfoFromXml(string output) {
27
var doc = new XmlDocument();
28
doc.LoadXml(output);
29
30
var urlNode = doc.SelectSingleNode("/info/entry/url");
31
var rootNode = doc.SelectSingleNode(
32
"/info/entry/repository/root");
33
var uuidNode = doc.SelectSingleNode(
34
"/info/entry/repository/uuid");
35
var revisionNode = doc.SelectSingleNode("/info/entry/Srevision");
36
37
var result = new Info {
38
Revision = Convert.ToInt32(revisionNode.Value, 10),
39
Uri = new Uri(urlNode.InnerText),
40
Root = new Uri(rootNode.InnerText),
41
Uuid = new Guid(uuidNode.InnerText),
42
};
43
return result;
44
}

45

}
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Listing 3.10: C# showing the ToPolar () method with interleaved computations
for r and theta
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

public class PolarCoordinate {
private readonly double _r, _theta;
public PolarCoordinate(double r, double theta)
{ _r = r; _theta = theta; }
public double R { get { return _r; } }
public double Theta { get { return _theta; } }
}

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

public class CartesianCoordinate {
private readonly double _x, _y;
public CartesianCoordinate(double x, double y)
{ _x = x; _y = y; }
public PolarCoordinate ToPolar() {
var xSquared = _x * _x;
var radians = Math.Atan2(_y, _x);
var ySquared = _y * _y;
var theta = radians * (180 / Math.PI);
var r = Math.Sqrt(xSquared + ySquared);
return new PolarCoordinate(r, theta);

21
22

}
}

It could also be the case that the original instance method is computing sev
eral outputs simultaneously and such statements are intermixed. If the outputs are
independently-computed (or their computations share some intermediate results, then
diverge), it may be worth investigating the separation of their computations by re
ordering statements such that they can then be extracted, and subsequently unit
tested, independently. An example of intermixed computations can be seen in list
ing 3.10 between lines 15 and 19, while another version of the method with the
computations separated through re-ordering can be seen in listing 3.11.
Incidental operation re-ordering can be considered a form of program slicing [79]
in that data dependency analysis [51] can be used to identify a subset of computa
tions of a method responsible for one of the outputs and isolate them. Assuming all
the discarded operations were stateless, it would be safe to say that the remaining
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Listing 3.11: C# showing the ToPolar () method with the computations for r and
theta separated into their own consecutive sequences
1
2
3
4
5
6

public class PolarCoordinate {
private readonly double _r, _theta;
public PolarCoordinate(double r, double theta)
{ _r = r; _theta = theta; }
public double R { get { return _r; } )
public double Theta { get { return _theta; } }

7 }
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

public class CartesianCoordinate {
private readonly double _x, _y;
public CartesianCoordinate(double x, double y)
{ _x = x; _y = y; }
public PolarCoordinate ToPolar() {
var xSquared = _x * _x;
var ySquared = _y * _y;
var r = Math.Sqrt(xSquared + ySquared);
var radians = Math.Atan2(_y, _x);
var theta = radians * (180 / Math.PI);
return new PolarCoordinate(r, theta);
}
}

operations can execute one immediately after the other and still produce the same
result, the same way lines 15, 17 and 19 in listing 3.10 are necessary for the compu
tation of r and can be re-arranged to be consecutive, as seen in lines 15, 16 and 17
in listing 3.11.

3.2.4 Step 3: Assignment of Inputs and Outputs to Local Variables
The third step concerns the temporary introduction of local variables for each of the
input and output parameters, as per the "introduce explaining variable" refactoring [34]. This makes the upcoming stateless method parameters and return values
explicit so that it is easier to provide them with suitable names, easier to evaluate
their simplicity (consult section 3.2.5 for details) and to more clearly delineate the
candidate block so that it will be easier to extract it using existing "extract method"
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Listing 3.12: C# showing the original Plane class computing a cross-product and a
dot-product inline
1

public class Plane

2

{

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

private readonly Vector _pl, _p2, _p3;
public Plane(Vector pi, Vector p2, Vector p3)
{
_pl = pi; _p2 = p2; _p3 = p3;
}
public double DistanceFromPlane(Vector p)
{
var a = new Vector(_p2.X - _pl.X, _p2.Y - _pl.Y, _p2.Z - _pl.Z);
var b = new Vector(_p3.X - _pl.X, _p3.Y - _pl.Y, _p3.Z - _pl.Z);
var n = new Vector(
a.Y * b.Z - a.Z * b.Y,
a.Z * b.X - a.X * b.Z,
a.X * b.Y - a.Y * b.X);
var length = Math.Sqrt(n.X * n.X + n.Y* n.Y + n.Z * n.Z);
var normal = new Vector(n.X/length, n.Y/length, n.Z/length);
var v = new Vector(p.X - _pl.X, p.Y - _pl.Y, p.Z - _pl.Z);
var distance = v.X * normal.X + v.Y * normal.Y + v.Z * normal.Z;
return distance;
}
}

refactoring tools.
The local variables introduced during this step should be remembered to allow
their re-inlining to be performed again at the end of the current iteration, as described
in section 3.2.7.

3.2.5

Step 4: Simplification of Inputs

Stateless method extraction's fourth step entails finding the simplest types that can
be used for the parameters and return values without causing an undue increase in
their numbers. Any type with an easy construction (a single call to a constructor or a
factory method) and without side-effects while reading its component values (typical
of an immutable instance) is considered "simple" for the purpose of SME.
As a first example of possible input simplification, refer to listing 3.12 where line 19
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Listing 3.13: C# showing the Plane class with the CrossProduct () and DotProduct () stateless methods extracted from it
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

public class Plane
{
private readonly Vector _pl, _p2, _p3;
public Plane(Vector pi, Vector p2, Vector p3)
{
_pl = pi; _p2 = p2; _p3 = p3;
}
public double DistanceFromPlane(Vector p)
{
var a = new Vector(_p2.X - _pl.X, _p2.Y - _pl.Y., _p2. Z - _pl.Z);
var b = new Vector(_p3.X - _pl.X, _p3.Y - _pl.Y, _p3.Z - _pl.Z);
var n = CrossProduct(a, b);
var length = Math.Sqrt(n.X * n.X + n.Y * n.Y + n.Z * n.Z);
var normal = new Vector(n.X/length, n.Y/length, n.Z/length);
var v = new Vector(p.X - _pl.X, p.Y - _pl.Y, p.Z - _pl.Z);
var distance = DotProduct(v, normal);
return distance;

18

}

19

internal static Vector CrossProduct(Vector a, Vector b)

20

{

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

return new Vector(
a.Y * b.Z - a.Z * b.Y,
a.Z * b.X - a.X * b.Z,
.a.X * b.Y - a.Y * b.X);
}
internal static double DotProduct(Vector a, Vector b)
{
return a.X * b.X + a.Y * b.Y + a.Z * b.Z;
}
}

computes the dot product of two 3D vectors. This candidate block has, as parameters,
two instances of a Vector type. The stateless method that was extracted as lines
26-29 of listing 3.13 could also have been written to accept 6 parameters representing
both triplets of the vectors' values. Assuming a Vector instance can be created
in one statement (a call to its constructor, in this case) and reading its component
values can cause no side-effects, it may be worth keeping the input parameters as two
Vector instances for readability reasons. It is worth noting that an argument could
also be made to make the new DotProduct () method accept the 6 component
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Listing 3.14: C# showing the original CodeBlockModifier class
1

public class CodeBlockModifier : BlockModifier

2

{

3
4
5
6
7

public override string ModifyLine(string line)
{
// Replace
zones with "<code>" tags.
line = Regex.Replace(line,
(?<before>~I([\s\([{]))" + // before

8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

+

@"(\|(?<lang>\w+)\|)?" +
// lang
"(?<code>["0]+)" +
// code
+
0"(?<after>$I ( [\]}]) I (?=" +
Globals.PunctuationPattern +
0"{1,2}|\s|$))", // after
CodeFormatMatchEvaluator);
return line;
}

18

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

static public string CodeFormatMatchEvaluator
(Match m)
{
string res = m.Groups["before"].Value + "<code";
if (m.Groups["lang"].Length > 0)
res += " language=\"" +
m.Groups["lang"].Value + "\"";
res += ">" + m.Groups["code"].Value +
"</code>" + m.Groups["after"].Value;
'
return res;
}
}

values so that the method could be subsequently re-used to calculate dot products of
vectors not expressed using instances of Vector.
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Listing 3.15: C# showing the CodeBlockModif ier class after SME
1
2
3
4
5

public class CodeBlockModifier : BlockModifier
{
private const string Pattern =
(?<before>*I ([\s\([{]))" + // before
"0"

7

8

"@"

// lang
// code

+

0"(?<after>$I ([\] } ]) I (?=" +
Globals.PunctuationPattern +
0"{1,2}l\s|$))// after
internal static readonly Regex CodeBlockRegex =
new Regex(Pattern);

9

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

public override string ModifyLine(string line)
{
// Replace "0...0" zones with "<code>" tags.
line = CodeBlockRegex.Replace(line,
CodeFormatMatchEvaluator);
return line;

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

+

@"(\I(?<lang>\w+)\|)?" +
"(?<code> [ "0]+)" +

6

static public string CodeFormatMatchEvaluator
(Match m)
{

return BuildCodeElementString(
m.Groups["before"].Value,
m.Groups["lang"].Value,
m.Groups["code"].Value,
m.Groups["after"].Value
);
}

internal static string BuildCodeElementString
(string before, string lang,
string code, string after)
{

string res = before + "<code";
if (lang.Length > 0)
res += " language=\"" + lang + "\"";
res += ">" + code + "</code>" + after;
return res;

}

}

On the other hand, suppose the candidate block's purpose is to reformat text
based on the results of a regular expression match, as shown between lines 22-27 in
listing 3.14. In this case, because the input parameter is of a type that is difficult
to create1, it is easy to argue that the method's parameters should be four strings
(consult lines 34-43 of listing 3.15 to see the extracted method) instead of one Match
instance, given how trivial strings are to create versus the complexity involved in cre
ating instances of the Match class. Indeed, as listing 3.16 shows, the original method
must either be tested indirectly (through calling the ModifyLineO method) or
by creating a Match instance (in a rather pathological way, lest the original regular
expression pattern is refactored for re-use as in lines 12-13 of listing 3.15), while list
ing 3.17 shows the extracted stateless BuildCodeElementString () method can
be tested directly.

3.2.6 Step 5: Extraction of the Candidate Block Into a Method
The fifth step consists of replacing the candidate block with a call to a new method
into which the contents of the candidate block was moved. The names and types of
the parameters will come from the local variables introduced in step 3,. as will the
names and types of the new method's local variables representing the return values.
The name of the extracted method should describe how the parameters are processed
to produce the return values, although the new method could become an overload of
the original method.
The newly-extracted method, by virtue of the candidate block processing in the
previous steps, should only read from its input parameters and write to its return
values, otherwise it would not qualify as [externally] "stateless". To help prevent the
accidental interaction with any instance fields, the method should be marked as being
1The

Match class has no visible constructors. The only way to create an instance is through the
return value of the Match () method overloads on the Regex class.
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Listing 3.16: C# showing two ways to test the CodeFormatMatchEvaluator ()
method
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

[Test]
public void ModifyLineO {
var cbm = new CodeBlockModifier();
const string input = "Call the 0|ruby|r_tohtml();@ method";
var actual = cbm.ModifyLine(input);
const string expected =
"Call the <code language=\"ruby\">r_tohtml();</code> method";
Assert.AreEqual(expected, actual);
}
[Test]
public void CodeFormatMatchEvaluator() {
var m = Regex.Match(
"Call the ruby r_tohtml(); method",
(?<before>Call\sthe\s)" +
0"(?<lang>ruby)\s" +
0"(?<code>r_tohtml\ (\);)" +
0"(?<after>\smethod)"
);
var actual = CodeBlockModifier.CodeFormatMatchEvaluator(m);
const string expected =
"Call the <code language=\"ruby\">r_tohtml();</code> method";
Assert.AreEqual(expected, actual);
}

scoped to the class (as opposed to being scoped to instances), which is done in many
programming languages by decorating the method with the static keyword.
The "extract method" refactoring [32] is implemented as a built-in interactive tool
in development environments [1, 5], which makes this step almost trivial.
3.2.7 Step 6: Re-inline any Variables Created to Facilitate a Refactor
The SME technique's sixth and final step cleans up the temporary refactoring per
formed as part of step 3. This is done by performing the "inline temp" refactoring [33],
an inline expansion of the local variables introduced to represent the new method's
input parameters and return values.
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Listing 3.17: C# showing the parsing and formatting functionality tested directly
and separately
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

[Test]
public void ParseZoneO
{
const string input = "Call the [8|ruby Ir_tohtml();0] method";
var actual = CodeBlockModifier.CodeBlockRegex.Match(input);
Assert.AreEqual("[", actual.Groups["before"].Value);
Assert.AreEqual("ruby", actual.Groups["lang"].Value);
Assert.AreEqual("r_tohtml();", actual.Groups["code"].Value);
Assert.AreEqual("]", actual.Groups["after"].Value);
}

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

[Test]
public void BuildCodeElementString()
{
var actual =
CodeBlockModifier.BuildCodeElementString (
"Call the
"ruby",
"r_tohtml();",
" method"
);
const string expected =
"Call the <code language=\"ruby\">r_tohtml();</code> method";
Assert.AreEqual(expected, actual);
}
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3.2.8

End-to-end Detailed Walk-through

The following example demonstrates the application of SME on a simplified ver
sion of the FootNoteFormatterState class from the Textile.NET open-source
project [25]. First, the original implementation is presented in listing 3.18, along
with the source code to its parent class in listing 3.19. Second, a unit test will be
attempted against the original implementation. SME will then be applied and finally
new unit tests will be written against the transformed implementation.
Analysis and corresponding unit test
As we can see in listing 3.18, the FootNoteFormatterState class is part of a
framework and must fulfill a contract by implementing some methods from its base
class, SimpleBlockFormatterState (see listing 3.19). One of these methods is
OnContextAcquired () (see lines 31-35 of listing 3.18), which reads from the Tag
property, parses it with a regular expression and writes the result to the m_noteID
field, a classic example of interaction with HMS. We will focus on this method for
the purposes of testing it, starting with an analysis of its inputs and outputs, so that
we can feed it test data and verify its results.
Looking at listing 3.19, we see that the Tag property's underlying value comes
from the m_tag field (line 32), which is only written to at line 16, as part of the
Consume () method. We see that the Consume () method also calls the OnCon
textAcquired () method, so our test can call the Consume () method to invoke
the OnContextAcquired () method indirectly. Even if the test class subclassed
FootNoteFormatterState to be able to call OnContextAcquired () directly
(due to its visibility of protected), it would not be sufficient because m_tag is only
written to by a call to Consume (). The Consume () method's parameter is an in
stance of the Match class, which has no visible constructors and can only be obtained
from a call to one of the Match () method overloads on the Regex class. As for the
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Listing 3.18: C# showing the original FootNoteFormatterState class
1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

public class FootNoteFormatterState
: SimpleBlockFormatterState
{
private int m_noteID = 0;
public FootNoteFormatterState(TextWriter w)
: base(w)
{

}

11

public override void Enter()

12
13
14
15

{

Writer.Write (
string.Format(
"<p id=\"fn{0}\"{1}><sup>{2}</sup>
m_noteID,
FormattedStylesAndAlignment(),
m_noteID));

16
17
18
19

}

20

21

public override void Exit()

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

{

Writer.WriteLine("</p>");

}
public override void FormatLine(string input)
{

Writer.Write(input);
}

protected override void OnContextAcquired()
{

Match m = Regex.Match(Tag, 8"'fn(?<id>[0-9]+)");
m_noteID = Int32.Parse(m.Groups["id"].Value);

}
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Listing 3.19: C# showing the SimpleBlockFormatterState base class
1

public abstract class SimpleBlockFormatterState

2

{

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

protected readonly TextWriter Writer;
private string m_tag = null;
private string m_atts = null;
protected SimpleBlockFormatterState(TextWriter w)
{
Writer = w;
}

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

public abstract void EnterO;
public abstract void ExitO;
public abstract void FormatLine(string input);
public string Consume(Match m)
{
m_tag = m.Groups["tag"].Value;
m_atts = m.Groups["atts"].Value;
var input = m.Groups["content"].Value;
OnContextAcquired (); EnterO;
return input;
}

22

23
24
25 '
26
27

protected abstract void OnContextAcquiredO;
protected string FormattedStylesAndAlignment()
{
return String.IsNullOrEmpty(m_atts)
? "" : " style=\"" + m_atts + "\"" ;

28

}

29
30
31
32
33

public string Tag
{
get { return m_tag; }
}

34

}
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outputs, we see that the m_noteID field is unavailable for direct inspection (due to
its visibility of private), however the Enter () method reads the m_noteID field
to insert its value into a template, the result of which is written to the T e x t W r i t e r
instance provided at construction. As luck would have it, the Consume () method
also calls the Enter () method.

Listing 3.20: C# showing the unit test for the original OnContextAcquired ()
method
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

[Test]
public void EnterAndOnContextAcquired()
{
// arrange
var output = new StringWriter();
var fnfs = new FootNoteFormatterState(output);
var expression = @"~\s*(?<tag>fn[0-9]+)"

8

+ @"(?:\{ (?<atts >r)]+)\})?"

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

+ @"\.(?:\s+)?(?<content>.*)$";
var input = "fnl{color:red). This is the footnote";
Match m = Regex.Match(input, expression);
// act
// Consume() causes OnContextAcquired()
// and EnterO to be called
fnfs.Consume(m);
// assert
Assert.AreEqual(
"<p id=\"fnl\" style=\"color:red\"><sup>l</sup> ",
output.ToString());

}

Armed with the information gathered by this analysis, we can now write a unit
test, which can be seen in listing 3.20. As we can see, the arrange phase is rather
complex, given it must initialize five variables to satisfy the requirements for all
the methods involved. Notice also how the assert phase can verify that the sub
string "1" we provided inside the input string on line 10 was indeed parsed out
by the OnContextAcquired () method and then formatted again as the sub
string "<sup>l</sup>" into the string that was written—through the EnterO
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method—to the TextWriter-compatible instance we provided on line 6. This level
of indirection is at best frustrating and at worse a sufficient obstacle to prevent such
unit tests to be written in the first place, encouraging more involved and/or fragile
integration te'sts, if any.

Step 1: Identification of a candidate block
Keeping with our focus on the OnContextAcquired () method, the first step of
SME would identify almost all the processing that takes place, since matching a
regular expression, extracting one of the captured groups and converting a string
into an integer are all "stateless statements" and together they produce a non-trivial
result. We can also identify one input—the value of the Tag property—and one
output—assignment to the m_noteID field.

Step 2: Re-ordering of incidental operations
All three statements are necessary and related to the computation; in this particular
case there are no incidental operations and thus the second SME step results in no
actions taken.

Step 3: Assignment of inputs and outputs to local variables
Listing 3.21 shows the OnContextAcquired () method after the small transforma
tion called for by the third SME step: the introduction of local variables for inputs
and outputs, namely the tag variable on line 3 and the result variable on line 5.

Step 4: Simplification of inputs
The only input parameter is a string and a string is considered one of the "simple"
types, thus the fourth SME step results in no action being taken.
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Listing 3.21: C# showing the OnContextAcquired() method with additional
local variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

protected override void OnContextAcquired()
{
string tag = Tag;
Match m = Regex.Match(tag,
"fn(?<id>[0-9]+)");
int result = Int32.Parse(m.Groups["id"].Value);
m_noteID = result;
}

Step 5: Extraction of the candidate block into a method
The application of SME's fifth step can be seen in listing 3.22, where the Parse
FootNoteld ( ) stateless method was introduced based on the candidate block in
side the OnContextAcquired () method. Notice how the P a r s e F o o t N o t e l d ()
method has been decorated with the visibility of internal so that it is not visible
to outside callers, while still visible to the tests. Notice also how the method was
decorated with the scope of static because it no longer needs to read from or write
to any instance fields or properties, nor call any instance methods2.

Listing 3.22: C# showing the OnContextAcquired () method with the Parse
FootNoteld () method extracted
1

protected override void OnContextAcquired()

2

{

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12

string tag = Tag;
int result = ParseFootNoteld(tag);
m_noteID = result;
}

internal static int ParseFootNoteld(string input)
{
Match m = Regex.Match(input, @""fn(?<id>[0-9]+)");
return Int32.Parse(m.Groups["id"].Value);
}

2Microsoft

recommends that methods which do not access instance members be marked as static
for performance reasons. This is documented as Code Analysis rule CA1822: Mark members as
static at http: //msdn.microsoft. com/en-us/library /ms245046. aspx
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Step 6: Re-inline any variables created to facilitate a refactor
The sixth step of SME reverses the actions of the third step and inlines the tag and
result temporary variables, as can be seen in listing 3.23.

Listing 3.23: C# showing the OnContextAcquired () and ParseFootNoteld ()
methods after SME
1

protected override void OnContextAcquired()

2

{

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

m_noteID = ParseFootNoteld(Tag);
}
internal static int ParseFootNoteld(string input)
{
Match m = Regex.Match(input, @"~fn(?<id>[0-9]+)");
return Int32.Parse(m.Groups["id"]-Value);

}

Writing a unit test after SME
Now that SME has been applied on the OnContextAcquired () method, our mis
sion to unit test its functionality has been greatly simplified, as the computations
have been outsourced to the ParseFootNoteld () method and OnContextAc
quired () simply serves as a proxy for said computations, while coordinating access
to the HMS. The ParseFootNoteld () method's inputs consist of a single string
and its return values consist of a single integer, making unit tests almost trivial, as
listing 3.24 shows. We can still keep the test shown in listing 3.20 as it tests at a
higher level the functionality of ParseFootNoteld () and its integration with the
HMS, but if a defect is later found in the footnote parsing code, we can write a very
short test to expose it instead of a more involved test.
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Listing 3.24: C# showing the unit test for the ParseFootNoteld () method
1
2
3
4
5

[Test]
public void ParseFootNoteld()
{
// arrange
var input = "fnl{color:red}. This is the footnote";

6
7
8
9
10
11

12

// act
var actual = FootNoteFormatterState.ParseFootNoteld(input);
// assert
Assert.AreEqual(1, actual);

}

3.2.9

Accelerated Walk-through

The following example demonstrates the application of SME for the purposes of test
ing the functionality of the E n t e r () method of the F o o t N o t e F o r m a t t e r S t a t e
class in listing 3.18. We are able to re-use the analysis we used for the OnContex
tAcquired () method and find that a test written against the original version of
the class would look a lot like the one we came up with in listing 3.20. The rest of this
sub-section will feature listings 3.25, 3.26, 3.27, 3.28 and 3.29 that illustrate—without
narrative-—the SME steps applied to increase the testability of the Enter () method
and the unit test that can be written against the newly-extracted FormatFootNote () method.

Listing 3.25: C# showing the original Enter () method
1

public override void Enter ()

2

{

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Writer.Write(
string.Format(
"<p id=\"fn{0}\"{1}><sup>{2}</sup>
m_noteID,
FormattedStylesAndAlignment (),
m_noteID));
}
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Listing 3.26: C# showing the Enter () method with temporary variables introduced
1

public override void Enter()

2

{

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

int noteld = m_noteID;
string atts = FormattedStylesAndAlignment();
string result = string.Format(
"<p id=\"fn{0}\"{1}><sup>{2}</sup>
noteld,
atts,
noteld);
Writer.Write(result);

}

Listing 3.27: C# showing the FormatFootNote () method that was extracted from
the Enter () method
1

public override void Enter ()

2

{

3
4
5
6
7

int noteld = m_noteID;
string atts = FormattedStylesAndAlignment();
string result = FormatFootNote(noteld, atts);
Writer.Write(result);
}

8

9
10

internal static string FormatFootNote
(int noteld, string atts)

11

{

12
13
14
15
16
17

return string.Format(
"<p id=\"fn{0}\"{l}><sup>{2}</sup> ",
noteld,
atts,
noteld);
}
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Listing 3.28: C# showing the temporary variables re-inlined in the Enter () method
1

public override void Enter()

2

{

3
4
5

Writer.Write(
FormatFootNote(m_noteID,
FormattedStylesAndAlignment()));

6

}

7
8
9

internal static string FormatFootNote
(int noteld, string atts)

10

{

11
12
13
14
15

return string.Format(
"<p id=\"fn{0}\"{1}><sup>{2}</sup> ",
noteld,
atts,
noteld);

16

}

Listing 3.29: C# showing the unit test for the FormatFootNote () method
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

[Test]
public void FormatFootNote()
{
// act
var actual =
FootNoteFormatterState.FormatFootNote
(1, " style=\"color:red\"");

8
9
10
11
12
13

// assert
Assert.AreEqual(
"<p id=\"fnl\" style=\"color:red\"><sup>l</sup> ",
actual);
}
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3.3 Suitability

Although designed to work around the difficulties introduced by HMS, SME is suitable
for methods that are difficult to test—even in the absence of HMS—due to unwieldy
arrange phases, computation coupling, the presence of side-effects and/or restrictions
of visibility. These additional suitabilities are addressed in the following sub-sections.

3.3.1 Unwieldy Arrange Phase

If a unit test method has an arrange phase that is longer than 50% of the test method,
it is probably an indication that there are too many parameters, the parameters are
too difficult to create and/or the functionality under test is buried too deep. SME
would help isolate the functionality that is intended to be tested and thus reduce
the number of parameters, since candidate blocks are selected to use between 1 and
6 parameters. SME would also help reduce the complexity of the parameters—the
input simplification step takes care of this—and expose the computation as a. sin
gle, direct method call. The arrange phase would then be shrunk considerably, if
not entirely removed, leading to simpler unit tests. An example of an unwieldy ar
range phase was seen in listing 3.20 and can also be seen in listing 3.30 whereby a
test for the great circle distance formula [87] in the FlyingSalespersonProblem class (refer back to listing 3.2) must initialize a list of cities, an instance of the
FlyingSalespersonProblem class and a visiting order. Contrast this with the
test for the CalculateGreatCircleDistance () stateless method in listing 3.31
which only needs to supply the coordinates of the two points.
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Listing 3.30: C# showing an indirect test of the great circle distance formula used by
the ComputeTourLength () method
1
2
3
4
5

[Test]
public void ComputeTourLength_BnaToLax ()
{
// arrange
var cities = new double[][]

6

{

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

new doublet] {1, 36.12, -86.67},
new double[] {2, 33.94, -118.40},
};
var fsp = new FlyingSalespersonProblem(cities);
fsp.VisitingOrder[0] = 1;
fsp.VisitingOrder[1] = 2;
// act
// since we computed to AND from, we divide by 2
var actual = fsp.ComputeTourLength() / 2;
II assert
Assert.AreEqual(2887.26, actual, 0.01);

}

Listing 3.31: C# showing a direct test of the great circle distance formula by calling
the CalculateGreatCircleDistance () stateless method
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

[Test]
public void CalculateGreatCircleDistance_BnaToLax()
{
var actual = FlyingSalespersonProblem.
CalculateGreatCircleDistance
(36.12, -86.67, 33.94, -118.40);
Assert.AreEqual(2887.26,. actual, 0.01);

8

}
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3.3.2

Computation Coupling

A method may be performing several computations in such a way to make it difficult
to unit test any such computation on an individual basis, usually due to opera
tions that make it difficult to observe intermediate results. We call this computa
tion coupling. For example, the ModifyLineO method in listing 3.14 combines
parsing and formatting in a single operation3 while listing 3.15 shows how expos
ing the CodeBlockRegex object and the BuildCodeElementString () method
makes the functionality more directly reachable. Indeed, consult listing 3.17 to see
how this decoupling enables the unit testing of the parsing and the formatting, seen
in the ParseZoneO and BuildCodeElementString () test methods, respec
tively, without needing to always perform both at once. Contrast this to the ModifyLine() test method in listing 3.16, which must exercise the parsing and the
formatting simultaneously.
In this particular case, the SME technique was extended to include two other ex
tractions: the compile-time Pattern string constant representing the regular expres
sion pattern and the CodeBlockRegex run-time constant representing the compiled
regular expression. This provided the unit tests with access to the same functionality
used for performing the work, thereby enhancing the unit tests' realism and relevance.
Finally, SME's candidate block identification enabled the separation of parsing and
formatting, which allowed both to be tested separately as units, as well as together
since the public-facing functionality did not change as a result of the refactorings.
Computation de-coupling might not always be addressable through SME as there
could be computations that are tightly-coupled for readability or performance reasons
and separating them would lead to a readability or performance loss.

3The

Replace () method will call the CodeFormatMatchEvaluator () method to re-format
every match.
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Listing 3.32: C# showing the original Decode () method computing the values of x
and y simultaneously
1

public class MortonLayout

2 {
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

private const int NumberOfBits = 32;
public static Point Decode(int index)
{
var bits = new BitArray(new[] {index});
int x = 0, y = 0;
for (int o = 1, power = 1; o < NumberOfBits; o += 2, power «= 1)
{
if (bits[o - 1])

11

{

12
13
14
15
16
17

x += power;
}
if (bitsfo])
{
y += power;
}

18

}

19
20
21
22

var result = new Point(x, y);
return result;
}
}

An example of two computations that would be worse if separated can be seen in
listing 3.32, where we can see that x and y are computed simultaneously. Compare
this to listing 3.33, where x and y are computed separately, meaning two runs through
the loop on bits instead of one. It is also less obvious, in the second case, that
the values of x and y were obtained by interpreting interleaved bits of the Morton
Layout's index [4].

3.3.3 The Presence of Side-effects
A method may not suffer from the state problem (it neither reads from nor writes
to instance fields), but nevertheless has side-effects that increase the difficulty when
writing unit tests, such as the modification of input parameters or interactions with
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Listing 3.33: C# showing the Decode () method with the DecodeAxis () method
extracted out of it
1

public class MortonLayout

2

{

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

private const int NumberOfBits = 32;
public static Point Decode(int index)
{
var bits = new BitArray(new[]. {index});
var x = DecodeAxis(bits, 1);
var y = DecodeAxis(bits, 0);
var result = new Point(x, y);
return result;

11

}

12
13
14
15

internal static int DecodeAxis(BitArray bits, int offset)
{
var result = 0;
for (int o = 1, power =1; o < NumberOfBits; o += 2, power « = 1)

16

{

17

if (bits[o - offset])

18

{

19

result += power;

20
21
22
23
24

}
}
return result;
}
}

the environment. Stateless method extraction could potentially still take place, pro
vided some candidate blocks can be identified around the code causing the side-effects.
This would allow some simple unit tests to be written against the simple stateless
methods extracted, while still allowing more involved integration tests against the
original method.
An example of a method producing a result and causing side-effects can be seen
in listing 3.34. The CalculateAngle () method calls the Normalize () method
on MutableVector, which irreversibly scales the parameters to be unit vectors.
SME's candidate block identification would exclude both calls to Normalize () and
would allow a version of the CalculateAngle () method to be created that had
no side-effects but assumed both parameters were of unit length.
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Listing 3.34: C# showing the CalculateAngle () method causing side-effects on
its parameters
1

public class MutableVector

2

{

3
4
5
.6

private double _x, _y, _z;
public MutableVector(double x, double y, double z)
{
_x = x; _y = y; _z = z;

7
8
9
10
11

}
public
public
public
public

12

{

13
14
15
16
17

double X { get { return _x; } }
double Y { get { return _y; } }
double Z { get { return _z; } }
void Normalize()

var length = Math.Sqrt(_x * _x + _y * _y + _z * _z);
_x = _x / length;
_y = _y / length;
_z = _z / length;
}

18

}

19
20

public class EuclideanVectorSpace

21

{

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

public static double CalculateAngle
(MutableVector a, MutableVector b)
{
a.Normalize ();
b.Normalize ();
var theta = Math.Acos(a.X * b.X + a.Y * b.Y + a.Z * b.Z);
return theta * 180 / Math.PI;
}
}

3.3.4 Visibility or Access Restrictions
An instance method may already be stateless, but, because of its nature, may be
difficult to reach with unit tests. This situation can manifest itself when the class
under test subclasses another class to override some of its methods, but those methods
are only visible to the superclass and subclasses thereof. This is usually achieved with
a visibility or accessibility of protected. This can also happen when the class under
test explicitly implements an interface (when using C#): the explicitly-implemented
interface members will not be visible from the class' default interface [7].
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In both cases, SME can help extract one or more stateless methods that will not
require an instance of the class to be created and can be directly unit tested, while
keeping the original methods with the visibility and accessibility they require.

3.4 Applicability
In general, SME is most applicable to existing or legacy projects that were built with
few or no unit tests. As a result, their source code was not written with testability
in mind, nor is it possible (for various reasons) to make large, sweeping testabilityrelated changes. The prospect of fixing defects or adding features to such a project,
without sufficient tests to catch regressions, would seem risky. SME could be used to
introduce small, easily-testable methods—along with some unit tests—to the affected
source code before making each fix or adding each new feature, thereby establishing
a functionality baseline, if only a partial one.
As noted in section 3.3, SME is suitable for more than HMS and, by the same
token, can also be applied to more than legacy projects. Sometimes there are techno
logical reasons that impede the testability of a class or method. For example, some
frameworks force the introduction of a parameterless constructor to be able to create
an instance of a class for the purposes of serialization. Such frameworks may intro
duce mutable state where none would be present otherwise and SME can then be
used to help keep the unit tests simple.
It would seem that any software project with insufficient testing coverage is fair
game, although as the following sub-sections discuss, there are conditions under which
SME could deliver greater value than other techniques.
3.4.1 Identifying Stateless Methods
SME will work best if the programming language or toolkit used has a concept of a
stateless method. This would ensure that each method marked as a stateless method
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Listing 3.35: C# showing a proposed Stateless attribute with a sample of its use
1
2
3
4
5

[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Method,
AllowMultiple = false, Inherited = true)]
public class StatelessAttribute : Attribute
{
}

6
7

public static class DateFormatter

8

{

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

const string ExtendedIso8601Utc =
"{0:0000}-{1:00}-{2:00}T{3:00}:{4:00}:{5:00}Z";

16

{

[Stateless]
public static string FormatIso8601Utc(
int year, int month, int day,
int hour, int minute, int second)

17
18
19
20

21
22

.
var result = String.Format(
ExtendedIso8601Utc,
year, month, day, hour, minute, second);
return result;

}
}

only reads from its input parameters, only writes to its return values, does not read
from or write to any instance or static fields (reading from constants is acceptable, as
long as they represent immutable instances), does not interact with the environment
(such as reading a file, sending data across a network or updating a database) and
only calls methods similarly identified as stateless.
Such a concept need not be implemented at the language level and could instead
be implemented by a static code analysis (SCA) tool with the help of a designated
decoration. For example, this decoration could be implemented as an attribute in
.NET or an annotation in Java. Listing 3.35 shows a C# implementation of the pro
posed Stateless attribute (lines 1-5) and a sample of its use (line 12). By placing
the line [Stateless] above the FormatIso8601Utc () method definition, the
C# compiler will include the reference to StatelessAttribute in the byte code
such that its presence on the method can be queried by SCA tools.
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Listing 3.36: C# showing a proposed Immutable attribute with a sample of its use
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Class I AttributeTargets.Struct,
AllowMultiple = false, Inherited = true)]
public class ImmutableAttribute : Attribute
{
}
[Immutable]
public class EarthLocation
{
private readonly double _lat, _lon, _alt;
public EarthLocation(double latitude,
double longitude, double altitude)
lat = latitude;
Ion = longitude;
alt = altitude;

16
17
18
19
20

21

public double Latitude { get { return _lat; } }
public double Longitude { get { return _lon; } }
public double Altitude { get { return _alt; } }

}

3.4.2 Identifying Immutable Instances
A class which contains no mutable state is said to be immutable. Any state an
immutable class has can only be set during construction—through the parameters of
constructors or factory methods—and all its instance methods either return that state
directly or perform computations with it (possibly including the method's parame
ters), in a manner very much like stateless methods. Immutable classes can make it
easier to implement SME because there exists, by definition, no sequence of method
calls on their instances that can modify their state. Instances of immutable classes
therefore make excellent inputs to stateless methods. As discussed in section 3.2.5,
immutable classes are considered "simple" and can therefore provide stateless meth
ods with convenient groupings of related input parameters, instead of specifying them
separately. The use of immutable classes can thus provide additional readability in
unit tests at the expense of a constructor call.
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Similar to the Stateless decoration suggested in sub-section 3.4.1, a decoration
could be defined to identify classes that are immutable and thus safe to use as con
stants or input parameters. Listing 3.36 shows a C# implementation of the proposed
Immutable attribute (lines 1-5) and a sample of its use (line 7). By placing the line
[Immutable] above the EarthLocation class definition, the C# compiler will

include the reference to the ImmutableAttribute in the byte code such that its
presence on the class can be queried by SCA tools. This idea was further developed
by Bazuzi and Pilch-Bisson [67].
These proposed Stateless and Immutable decorations have the additional
benefit that they could also be exploited by an optimizing compiler to inline the
stateless methods (and apply other such performance improvements) in release mode,
due to the new guarantees of immutability and invariance they provide by being
enforced by the compiler and/or SCA.

3.4.3 Controlling Visibility
The SME technique will work best if the programming language has features to control
the visibility of methods to ensure that the newly-introduced stateless methods do
not pollute the public interface of the affected classes. C# has the internal access
modifier [8], which, when combined with the InternalsVisibleTo attribute [9],
can expose the stateless methods to a unit test project, but not to consumers of
the API, which, in effect, hides the results of SME from end-users. Java has a
similar concept with its packages [37]. Indeed, unless the public or private
access modifiers are used, a method will be visible from within the package it was
defined [37], which means unit tests in the same package will have access to the
newly-extracted stateless methods, but consumers of the API will not.
An alternative to visibility controls or access modifiers—especially for program
ming languages without such features—is to place the extracted methods in a separate

class (possibly named after the original class, but suffixed with Stateless) or even
not attached to any class, provided the language makes this possible. It may even
be the case that, upon further consideration, a newly-extracted method should really
belong in the class of one of its parameters. For example, the CrossProduct ()
and DotProduct () methods extracted from the Plane class in listing 3.13 would
probably be best located in the Vector class.

3.5

Public Interface Comparer Tool

The Public Interface Comparer4 is a tool written specifically to measure the Public
Interface Changes metric. This section explains how it works and gives a few examples
of its use.

3.5.1 How it Works
The tool is a command-line program that accepts three arguments: the path to the
baselineFile, the path to the challengerFile and the path to the reportFile. For each of the assemblies (byte code binary files) pointed to by baselineFile and challengerFile, the PublicInterfaceScanner class uses the re

flection features of .NET to find all the publicly-visible types (classes and structs) and,
for each of those, finds all their publicly-visible members (fields, properties, events
and methods). Each such member is converted into a canonical string representation
of its definition and added to a list. When all members of an assembly have been
added to the list, the list is sorted alphabetically and returned to the main program.
Public visibility is defined as the application programming interface (API) in
tentionally exposed by the authors of the library for consumption by third-party
programs. In .NET and Java, the mechanism for doing so is to decorate a member
4The

source code for the Public Interface Comparer Tool can be found in the public Subversion
repository at http://testoriented.googlecode.com/svn/pic/trunk/
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Listing 3.37: C# showing the BlockModif ier class from the Textile project
after the visibility strategy was applied
1

namespace Textile

2

{

3
4
5
6
7

public class BlockModifier
{
protected internal BlockModifier()

8
aublic virtual string ModifyLine(string line)

9

10
return line;

11

12
13
Dublic virtual string Conclude(string line)

14
15

16

return line;

17

18
19

}
}

with the visibility keywords of public or protected.
When the program has received both lists of publicly-visible members, the cre
ation of the difference report—which will be written to the file pointed to by re
port File—is a matter of finding differences between the two lists. This is done in

a single pass in a manner similar to merging.
3.5.2 Examples
An example use of the Public Interface Comparer tool is presented here, where list
ing 3.37 shows one version of the BlockModif ier class while listing 3.38 shows
another with a few differences in visibilities.
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Listing 3.38: C# showing the BlockModif ier class from the Textile project
after some illustrative visibility changes were applied
1

namespace Textile

2

{

3
4
5

public class BlockModifier
{
internal BlockModifier()

6

{

7

}

8
9

public virtual string ModifyLine(string line)

10

{

11

return line;

12

}

13
14
15
16
17

internal virtual string Conclude(string line)
{
return line;
}

18
19

}
}

Listing 3.39: Sample report of the public interface differences between the code in
listing 3.37 and that of listing 3.38
1
2

Textile.BlockModifier protected Void .ctor()
Textile.BlockModifier public System.String Conclude(System.String)

As we can see in listing 3.39, the constructor (line 1) and the Conclude ()
method (line 2) were identified as public interface changes between the two versions
of the BlockModifier class.

3.6

Decisions Made

The candidate block identification step in section 3.2.2 requires that blocks contain
only stateless statements, because statelessness is a transitive property and the pres
ence of any operation that causes side-effects in a method will disqualify all methods
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that call such a method from claiming statelessness. A stateless method must there
fore only call stateless methods, otherwise the effort is defeated.
The candidate block identification also requires selecting computations that use
1 to 6 inputs, because a method that accepts no parameters would have to return
a constant (otherwise it could not be considered stateless) while 6 was selected as
a suggested maximum number of inputs, as a matter of experience, since too many
inputs might make it difficult to write tests, defeating the goal of this thesis. This is
in line with Binder's thinking [23] and is supported by Meszaros' "Minimal Fixture"
strategy:

"We use the smallest and simplest fixture possible for each test. (...) Tests
are much easier to understand if the fixture is small and simple." [61]

The last criterion in block candidacy is selecting computations that produce 1
to 3 outputs, because a method that does not return any results likely causes sideeffects—thus can not be considered stateless—and side-effects are not trivial to ob
serve during unit testing. The suggested maximum number of outputs was also se
lected from experience and is again intended to keep unit tests simple, mostly because
very few programming languages support returning more than one value at once. Re
turning multiple values at once is often emulated by using a container for the values,
either through a specialized type (such as Vector used in listings 3.12 and 3.13 or
EarthLocation in listing 3.36) or an anonymous one, such as a tuple [13, 3].

The intent of incidental operation re-ordering is to maximize the number of oper
ations in a candidate block while minimizing the number of inputs and outputs. This
is done to avoid extracting stateless methods that perform too few operations, which
would cause unit testing to become a high-work and low-return activity. Although
this incidental operation re-ordering step is automatable through data dependency
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analysis and program slicing, a programmer will likely be the best judge of which op
erations are considered related and if these operations collectively have a recognized
or standard meaning.
For example, the expression new Vector (a. Y * b.Z—a.Z * b.Y, a.Z *
b . X — a . X * b . Z , a . X * b . Y — a . Y * b . X ) is b e t t e r identified a s a C r o s s P r o d 
uct () method that accepts two Vector instances a and b.
Input simplification's intent is to minimize the amount of knowledge the state
less method will need to perform its processing or computation.' It does this by
optimizing the inputs and outputs such that the upcoming unit tests (exercising the
to-be-extracted stateless method) contain a minimal number of statements, while bal
ancing the readability and maintainability of both the stateless method and the unit
tests. Another reason for favouring "simple" types—usually the language's built-in
base types, such as strings, integers and floating-point numbers—is that they are
immutable and/or passed by value, meaning their use from within a stateless method
will not result in side-effects. Although any type with instance fields that are set at
construction time, and are read-only thereafter, is acceptable as an input parameter,
readability and maintainability should be considered if less than the majority of its
instance fields are used by the method under test. For example, the use of a DateTime struct as a parameter when only its Year and Month properties are needed
might suggest that two integer parameters for year and month would make for a
better choice.
In the absence of programming language features to definitely identify and enforce
a method as stateless, the static keyword is used to at least make it more difficult to
access or manipulate HMS. It should be noted that it is not always possible to restrict
the use of HMS from a static method. Making a stateless method static also makes
it callable without first having to create an instance of a class. Unfortunately, the
static keyword does not prevent manipulation of static fields, nor does it enforce

that all method calls therein are also stateless.
The stateless methods' visibility of package or internal was selected to make
the use of SME invisible to end-users. Indeed, having the test fixture in the same
package as the class under test is the convention for JUnit [82]. Using MSTest to test
methods marked as internal in another project is not only documented but also
assisted by Visual Studio [11].
Sub-section 3.3.1 argues for a threshold of 50% on the size of a unit test's arrange
phase, which should trigger an investigation into the content of said arrange phase
when exceeded, to see if simplification through SME or other means is possible. The
intent here is to minimize the size of unit tests to encourage their use. Tests with long
arrange phases are still valid but beyond a certain size might be considered integration
tests more than unit tests.
The set of transformations performed during SME were designed to be low-impact
in order to encourage their use and reduce the risk of introducing regressions in the
very code to which unit tests added. Indeed, "altering internal structure without
changing external behaviour" is the very definition of refactoring [31] and, as such,
caxe should be taken to only perform the SME steps during the process and to resist
the temptation to fix defects or add features at the same time. Once SME has been
performed, unit tests are written against the new method to establish a functionality
baseline and both sets of changes axe committed to source control. Only then will it be
safe to add unit tests to expose any potential defects or missing features encountered
during SME and then fix the defects or add the features in the presence of the safety
net added in the previous step. Binder calls this approach Incremental Testing [20].
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3.7 Summary
This chapter introduced our approach, describing the steps of the SME technique,
along with samples of the associated source code transformations. The suitability of
SME for more than HMS was discussed, as well as the conditions under which SME
would work best, concluding with a description of the PIC tool and the motivations
behind the decisions made in the SME.

Chapter 4

Results and Validation

4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes experiments with which SME's efficiency at improving testa
bility can be measured and compared against other strategies. The results of the
experiments are summarized and also presented in great detail, concluding with the
relation of the results with the metrics of the goal.

4.2 Evaluation Design
4.2.1 Overview
The goal of stateless method extraction is to improve the testability of business logic
in classes that contain hidden mutable state.

Strategies
SME will be compared to three other strategies, for a total of four:
1. Do nothing
2. Extract stateless methods
3. Increase state visibility
4. Increase state and method visibility
83
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Projects
The evaluation makes use of the source code from the following C# open-source
projects, selected by the author based on his familiarity with them:
1. Textile.NET, changeset 26030 [25], henceforth referred to as Textile
2. KeePass, version 2.10 [71], henceforth referred to as KeePassLib
3. Atomic CMS, version 2.0 [72], henceforth referred to as AtomicCms

Metrics
The goal's validation metrics (see section 1.4) are repeated here and are evaluated for
each of the competing strategies on each of the open-source projects:
1. Complexity of the unit tests.
2. Number of changes to the class under test's public interface.
3. Percentage of branches covered using concolic testing.
The metrics are now explained in further detail, followed by the strategies, the
selected methods from the open-source projects and finally how the evaluation was
conducted.

4.2.2

Metrics

Complexity of the Unit Tests
"If the effort to produce and run tests is high, however, less testing will
be done." [19]
"The fewer tests you write, the less productive you are and the less stable
your code becomes." [36]
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There appears to be consensus regarding the minimization of unit tests' sizes [30, 64,
61, 76]. Keeping unit tests small is generally with the intention of reducing the friction
related to writing said unit tests (as noted above by Binder) as well as increasing the
readability and maintainability of the source code [38].
The tool used for evaluating the complexity of the manually-written unit tests is
the Visual Studio Code Metrics PowerTool 10.0 [14] (CMPT). It can compute, among
others, a Maintainability Index (MI) that is derived and adapted from the Carnegie
Mellon University's Software Engineering Institute metric of the same name [80]. In
shortr the tool combines a few low-level metrics, obtained by scanning the byte code,
and scales the result between 0 and 100. Higher values are better. The modifications
Microsoft made are as follows:
"The metric originally was calculated as follows: Maintainability Index =
171—5.2 x ln(HalsteadV olume)—0.23 x (CyclomaticC omplexity) —16.2 x
In(LinesOfCode)
This meant that it ranged from 171 to an unbounded negative number.
We noticed that as code tended toward 0 it was clearly hard to maintain
code and the difference between code at 0 and some negative value was
not useful. (...) As a result of the decreasing usefulness of the negative
numbers and a desire to keep the metric as clear as possible we decided
to treat all 0 or less indexes as 0 and then re-base the 171 or less range to
be from 0 to 100. Thus, the formula we use is:
Maintainability Index = MAX( 0,(171 — 5.2 x ln(HalsteadV olume) —
0.23 x (CyclomaticComplexity)—16.2xIn(LinesOfCode)) x 100/171)" [62]
The CMPT is also used to evaluate the IUT of each strategy, to see if the trans
formations performed as part the respective strategies adversely affected the main
tainability of the code being tested. Because this metric is not part of the goal, its
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results will not be included in the unit test complexity metric and are recorded more
as a "canary in a coal mine" to detect undesirable transformations.

Number of Changes to the Class Under Test's Public Interface
It could be undesirable to make changes to the CUT's public interface simply to
increase its testability. Reasons for not wanting any such changes include:
1. The class is part of an API with pre-existing releases. Changes to the API could
break third-party applications consuming it.
2. The class must implement a specific interface; a technological variation of the
previous reason.
3. Exposing instance state as directly mutable might allow callers to violate some
constraints or invariants.
This second metric counts how often each strategy causes a change to the public
interface of the class under test, compared to the original version. This metric will
be referred to as the Public Interface Changes (PIC) metric. Lower values are better,
with zero being ideal. The tool used is the Public Interface Comparer that was
described in section 3.5.

Percentage of Branches Covered Using Concolic Testing
The Pex tool [78] is a concolic, constraint solver-based test generator that can be
used to analyze a specified project and generate unit tests to exercise as much of
that project's source code as it can. Pex's ability to exercise the CUT's methods
in an automated and unattended fashion provides a very good objective measure of
testability. This ability is measured by the code coverage reported when executing
the generated unit tests with a code coverage tool. Higher values are better. Version
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0.91.50418.0 of Pex is used, along with NUnit [68] version 2.4.8 to run the unit tests
and NCover [83] version 1.5.8 to measure the code coverage.

4.2.3 Strategies
Do nothing
No transformations are to be performed to the IUT, the source code will be used as-is
to establish a baseline. Henceforth referred to as base.

Increase State Visibility
All the fields (both instance and static fields) in all the classes had their visibility
increased through a manual transformation that converted fields with a visibility
(explicit or otherwise) of private to internal and protected to protected
internal. Henceforth referred to as visibility-state.

Increase State and Method Visibility
Similar to the previous strategy, all the fields and all the methods (both instance and
static) in all the classes had their visibility increased through a manual transformation
that converted fields and methods with a visibility (explicit or otherwise) of private
to internal and protected to protected internal. This strategy helps to
understand the effectiveness of the Pex-related code coverage metric. Henceforth
referred to as visibility.

Extract Stateless Methods
This is the very approach proposed by this thesis; stateless methods are extracted—through
a manual process—where good candidate blocks are identified. Henceforth referred
to as manual.
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Project
Namespace
Class
Method
Textile
Textile.Blocks
CodeBlockModifier
string ModifyLine(string)
string Conclude(string)
string CodeFormatMatchEvaluator(Match)
Textile.States
FootNoteFormatterState
void Enter ()
void OnContextAcquired()
KeePassLib
KeePassLib.Cryptography.PasswordGenerator
PatternBasedGenerator
string ExpandPattern(string)
KeePassLib.Security
XorredBuffer
byte[] ChangeKey(byte[])
AtomicCms
AtomicCms.Web.Controllers
AdminMenuItemController
void FormatResultMessage(IMenuItem, int?)

Table 4.1: Methods targeted for manually-written unit tests

4.2.4 Selected Methods for Maintainability Metric
Table 4.1 lists the methods that have been selected because they were identified as
particularly suitable for SME as per the criteria in section 3.3, such as interacting
with HMS or computing several results simultaneously. This selection forms a repre
sentative sample of the testing difficulties associated with HMS and care was taken
to exclude methods that were deemed to already be trivially testable or too similar to
those already selected. Unit tests were written to target these methods for each strat
egy, exploiting the respective transformations to the IUT to simplify the tests where
possible. It is for the manually-written tests of these methods that the "complexity
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of the unit tests" metric will be computed.

4.2.5 Preparing the Projects for the Evaluation
The source code to the projects was imported into a public source control repository1.
Each project gets its own folder and the imported version (which serves as a baseline)
is placed in a sub-folder called base. Some slight modifications were made to the
source code to simplify the evaluation, detailed as follows:

Consolidate Projects
If a project consisted of many sub-projects, the source files for those sub-projects were
combined into a single project, to simplify the configuration of Pex.

Remove Provided Tests
Any existing automated tests were removed, otherwise Pex would be able to trivially
reach areas of the CUTs through their tests, defeating the purpose of that part of the
evaluation.

Add Two Empty Test Projects
To help Pex generate unit tests, a corresponding empty test project was created for
each project (suffixed with .Tests), as was another empty test project created for
the complexity metric (suffixed with .ManualTests). Each empty test project was
configured to reference its associated project. The test projects are ready to have test
classes added to them.
1The

files used for the suitability evaluation of this thesis are available inside the Subversion
repository at https : //testoriented.googlecode. com/svn/suitability/trunk
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Expose Internal Members to Pex
Each project was configured to make any methods marked as internal visible to
both the empty test projects and to Pex itself, using the InternalsVisibleTo
attribute.

Disable Functionality That Interferes With the Evaluation
The KeePassLib project contains code to show a modal message box dialog that
must be dismissed by an end-user. This is undesirable for an unattended evaluation
and therefore the body of the Saf eShowMessageBox () method in the MessageService class was removed, as was that of the SafeShowMessageBoxInternal () method in the MessageService class. Also, to prevent assertions in the

projects from interrupting the automated evaluation in the same way, the compilation
options were modified to use the Release configuration with optimizations disabled
and full debug symbols enabled2.

Create a Copy for Each Strategy
Now that we have a baseline for each project, we can create a copy of the base folder
for each strategy we wish to compare against. As such, the following folders were
created: manual (manual application of SME), visibility-state (increasing
the visibility of state members, such as fields) and visibility (increasing the
visibility of both fields and methods). The corresponding transformations were then
performed in their respective folders, isolated from one another and from the baseline.
2Assertions

will only display a dialog if the DEBUG constant is defined and it is not defined when
using the Release configuration. Disabling optimizations and enabling debug symbols is done to
help keep the static code analysis as representative to the original source code as possible.
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4.2.6

How it Works

The evaluation is conducted automatically using a small program written with NAnt [73]
The major steps are as follows:

Create a Working Copy
Pex modifies the test project file as part of its test generation process. To make the
evaluation repeatable, a copy is made, at the start of the run, of each strategy folder
of each project, erasing the previous run's folders as necessary. Pex can then operate
in each working copy without chance of interference from the artifacts of any previous
runs.

Compile
All the analysis tools (CMPT, Public Interface Comparer and Pex) work by analyzing
the byte code of the projects (as opposed to their source code) and thus the next step
is to compile the projects.

Run Manual Tests
As a sanity check, the tests written to be evaluated for their complexity are run to
make sure they all pass.

Determine Public Interface Differences
The PIC metric is computed on each project's IUT and the report is stored in the
project's working folder as the file PublicInterfaceDifferences.txt. Each
line of the report represents a public interface difference between the base code and
the code of a strategy and therefore the number of public interface differences is the
number of lines in the report. By definition, the report for the base strategy will
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always contain 0 lines.

Evaluate Maintainability of IUT and Manual Tests
The CMPT is launched to compute the MI metric for both the IUT and the manuallywritten unit tests (henceforth known as MT). This allows an objective measure of
the maintainability of the IUT in the face of testability transformations as well
as a measure of maintainability of the corresponding MT. The CMPT emits the
reports respectively as CodeMetrics.Iut.xml and CodeMetrics.Mt.xml in
each working folder. A quick post-processing step converts the absolute paths in the
reports into relative paths to simplify comparisons, producing the files CodeMet
rics.Iut. xml. filtered and CodeMetrics .Mt.xml. fitered.

Invoke Pex Wizard
Pex first needs to run in "Wizard" mode, which inspects the IUT and generates test
helper methods called "parameterized unit tests". Unfortunately, there are some de
fects in Pex that garble the test project files and must then be repaired. This is done
using the Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) transformation file FixPexWizard.xsl located in the Tools folder. Lastly, the projects are recompiled so that

Pex may perform the next step by inspecting the new byte code.

Invoke Pex Generator
Pex is now run in "Generate" mode, which produces the actual unit tests by using
the helpers it generated in the previous step. Again, some Pex defects call for the
repair of the affected test project files, this time using the FixPexGenerator.xsl
XSL transformation file. The projects are recompiled one last time in preparation for
running the generated tests.
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Run Generated Tests With Coverage
The console NUnit runner executes all the unit tests that Pex generated while NCover
monitors the execution to collect code coverage data for the IUT. It is not important
whether the tests pass, fail or end in error—Pex by its very nature will generate tests
that throw or expect to throw ArgumentException instances—it is only important
to record code coverage. The NCover tool emits a coverage report in each project's
working folder as the file coverage.xml.
Record Results
Results are collected from the various reports and submitted to an online spreadsheet3,
an explanation and a copy of which can be found in Appendix D.

4.3 Representative SME Application
The following listings show the first of the 8 methods targeted for manually-written
unit tests—listed in table 4.1—before the application of SME (listing 4.1) and after the
application of SME (listing 4.2), as well as the manually-written unit test targeting
the original method (listing 4.3) and the manually-written unit test targeting the
extracted stateless method (listing 4.4).
Similar quartets of listings for the remaining 7 methods targeted for manuallywritten unit tests can be found in Appendix B while a list of all the methods trans
formed in all 3 open-source projects can be found in Appendix C.

3 The

spreadsheet can be seen at https://docs .google. com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=
0Ag6eugnyWA09dG9zQnFtTlQ0ZldGUjI5TUlFMnpFWWc

Listing 4.1: C# showing the base version of the ModifyLine () method of the CodeBlockModif ier class of the
Textile project.
1

public override string ModifyLine(string line)

2

{

3
4
5
6

// Replace
zones with "<code>" tags.
MatchEvaluator me = new MatchEvaluator(CodeFormatMatchEvaluator);
line = Regex.Replace(line,
(?<before>*|([\s\<[{]))" +
// before

7
8
9

"0" +
@"(\| (?<lang>\w+)\I)?" +
"(?<code>[~@]+)" +

10

// lang
// code

+

11

(?<after>$|([\]}])|(?=" + Globals.PunctuationPattern +

12
13

me);
// Encode the contents of the "<code>" tags so that we don't

14
15
16
17

// generate formatting out of it.
line = NoTextileEncoder.EncodeNoTextileZones(line,
(?<=("|\s)<code(" + Globals.HtmlAttributesPattern +
(?=</code>)");

18
19

{1, 2}I\sI$))// after

)>)",

return line;
}

to

Listing 4.2: C# showing the manual version of the ModifyLine {) method, after SME plus a few more "introduce
variable" refactorings.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

private const string Pattern =
<?<before>*I ([\s\ ([{]))" + // before
"<§" +
@"<\l <?<lang>\w+)\|)?" +
// lang
"(?<code>["@]+)" +
// code
+
(?<after>$|([\]}])|(?=" + Globals.PunctuationPattern +
{1,2}I\s|$))// after
internal static readonly Regex CodeBlockRegex = new Regex(Pattern);

9
10

public override string ModifyLine(string line)

11

{

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

return InnerModifyLine(line);
}
internal static string InnerModifyLine(string line)
{
// Replace
zones with "<code>" tags.
MatchEvaluator me = new MatchEvaluator(CodeFormatMatchEvaluator);
line = CodeBlockRegex.Replace(line, me);

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

// Encode the contents of the "<code>" tags so that we don't
// generate formatting out of it.
line = NoTextileEncoder.EncodeNoTextileZones(line,
@"(?<=( A |\s)<code(" + Globals.HtmlAttributesPattern + @")>)",
(?=</code>)");
return line;

27 }
CO

Listing 4.3: C# showing the test for the base version of the ModifyLine {) method.
1

[Test]

2
3
4
5
6
7

public void ModifyLine ()
{
var cbm = new CodeBlockModifier();
var actual = cbm.ModifyLine {"(@|rubylr.to_html0)");
Assert.AreEqual (@"{<code language=""ruby"">r.to_html</code>)actual);
}

1
2
3
4
5

[Test]
public void InnerModifyLine ()
{
var actual = CodeBlockModifier.InnerModifyLine ("(@I ruby Ir.to_html@)");
Assert.AreEqual (@"(<code language=""ruby"">r.to_html</code>)actual);

6

}

Listing 4.4: C# showing the test for the manual version of the ModifyLine () method.

CO
OS
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4.4 Results
Table 4.2 summarizes the results of the metrics, which have been averaged across
the participating open-source projects. The table is assembled from the results of
running the suitability evaluation against the source code as of revision 424 in the
public Subversion repository. Detailed results are presented in the following section,
although it is clear that, in general, SME performed no worse and often better than
the other strategies.
Metrics
Strategies
base
visibility-state
visibility
manual
Difference between manual and
base

MI IUTa
83.67
83.67
83.67
84.00
+0.33

MI MT6
77.33
76.67
77.00
85.33
+8.00

PICC VSP/TSPd
0e
52.92%
0
53.04%
56.35%
0
57.92%
0
+5.00%
0

Table 4.2: Summary results of the metrics
"Maintainability Index of the Implementation Under Test.
bMaintainability Index of the Manually-written unit Tests. See Complexity of the Unit Tests in
section 4.2.2.
cPublic Interface Changes. See Number of Changes to the Class Under Test's Public Interface
in section 4.2.2.
^Visited Sequence Points divided by Total Sequence Points. See Percentage of Branches Covered
Using Concolic Testing in section 4.2.2.
eThis is the reference point other strategies use to measure public interface changes.

4.5 Detailed Results
The following sub-sections illustrate the results of the individual metrics described in
sub-section 4.2.2 and discuss some observations made while running the suitability
evaluation.
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4.5.1 Complexity of the Unit Tests
Table 4.3 lists the per-project overall results of running the CMPT tool on the
manually-written unit tests to obtain their maintainability index.

Projects
Textile
KeePassLib
AtomicCms

base
78.00
70.00
84.00

Strategies
visibility
-state visibility manual
76.00
76.00
85.00
70.00
80.00
81.00
84.00
75.00
90.00

Difference"
+7.00
+11.00
+6.00

Table 4.3: Overall Maintainability Index of the unit tests in the ManualTests
project per evaluation project, per strategy
°Difference between manual and base

In the case of the Textile project, the slightly lower MI scores for the vis
ibility and visibility-state strategies are owed to the tests written for
FootNoteFormatterState and the fact that the increase in visibility allowed for
two slightly more precise tests to be written, instead of the one general and indirect
test possible in base. Two tests mean more lines of code and therefore a lower over
all MI score, but this limitation of the CMPT can be avoided by comparing the MI
scores on a per-method basis, as shown in table 4.4. There we see that every test
method written with a strategy was at least equal to and most of the time better
than base. We also see that the manual strategy fared much better because it
was able to test the most precise parts of the processing involved in the Enter ()
and OnContextAcquired () methods in just two lines per test and with less class
coupling.
In the case of the KeePassLib project, the transformations afforded to the
visibility-state strategy did not help simplify the unit tests by any significant
amount, meaning the unit testing difficulties in these MUTs were not surmountable
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Projects
Test classes
Test methods
Textile
CodeBlocksModifierTest
ModifyLine
Conclude
CodeFormatMatchEvaluator
FootNoteFormatterStateTest
Enter
OnContextAcquired
KeePassLib
PatternBasedGeneratorTest
ExpandPattern
XorredBufferTest
ChangeKey
AtomicCms
AdminMenuItemControlIerTest
FormatResultMessage.Created
FormatResultMes sage-Updated

Strategies
visibility visibbase -state ility manual Difference"
78.00
78.00
78.00

78.00
78.00
78.00

78.00
78.00
78.00

84.00
84.00
82.00

+6.00
+6.00
+4.00

65.006

65.00
65.00

65.00
69.00

83.00
84.00

+18.00
+19.00

63.00

63.00

84.00

84.00

+21.00

59.00

59.00

59.00

61.00

+2.00

64.00
64.00

64.00
64.00

70.00
70.00

84.00
82.00

+20.00
+18.00

Table 4.4: Detailed breakdown of Maintainability Index scores per method, per strat
egy
"Difference between manual and base
bIt is impossible to directly test the Enter () and OnContextAcquired () methods so a single,
indirect test was written.
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by simply increasing the visibility of the instance state. Indeed, the ExpandPattern () method is simply not visible to the unit tests, whereas the ChangeKey ()
method operates on state that is initialized from the constructor and from the method
parameter, so the results are already easy enough to verify. As a result, the trans
formations made in the visibility strategy were very similar to those made in
the manual strategy and thus helped simplify the unit tests similarly. SME, in this
case, was still useful for the input parameter simplification and for making the test
inputs explicit, which explains the slight advantage for the ChangeKey () method.
In the case of the AtomicCms project, the unit testing of the FormatResultMessage () method provided a great example of an unwieldy arrange phase.
This is because the constructor of the AdminMenuItemController class—in the
base version—requires two interfaces to be implemented (or mocked), on top of hav
ing to indirectly invoke the functionality to be tested (because FormatResultMessage () is a private instance method). The difference these factors make can be seen
by comparing listing 4.5 and listing 4.6: notice that the arrange phase has been
completely eliminated in the manual version. The need for the arrange phase dis
appeared in the manual version because creating an instance of the method's class
is no longer required. The method under test is directly callable, all its inputs are
provided as simple parameters and the output is the method's return value. Contrast
this to listing 4.5, where an instance is created (lines 5-8 and 26-29), the method un
der test is indirectly invoked (lines 13 and 34), its parameters need to be constructed
(lines 9-10 and 30-31) and the output is derived from instance state (lines 16 and 37).
The visibility-state strategy was again ineffective in the AtomicCms
project because HMS was not the biggest unit testing obstacle. The visibil
ity strategy fared better because its methods under test could be directly called,
although an instance of the CUT still needed to be created and the MUT had not
benefited from input simplification like they did with the manual strategy.
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Listing 4.5: C# showing two AtomicCms unit tests in the base version
1

2
3
4
5

[Test]
public void FormatResultMessage_Created()
{

// arrange
var factory = new TestServiceFactory {
MenuService = new MenuServiceMole { SaveMenuItem = i => { } }

6
7

};

8

var iut = new AdminMenuItemController(factory);
var item = new Menultem { Id = 42 };
var .formCollection = new FormCollection();

9

10
11

// act - this eventually calls FormatResultMessage
iut.EditMenuItem(null, item, formCollection);

12
13
14
15

// assert
var actual = iut.TempData["SaveResult"];
Assert.AreEqual(
"Items was successfully created with Id = 42",
actual);

16

17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

[Test]
public void FormatResultMessage_Updated()
{

// arrange
var factory = new TestServiceFactory {
MenuService = new MenuServiceMole { SaveMenuItem = i => { } }
};

var iut = new AdminMenuItemController(factory);
var item = new Menultem { Id = 42 };
var formCollection = new FormCollection();
II act - this eventually calls FormatResultMessage
iut.EditMenuItem(42, item, formCollection);
// assert
var actual = iut.TempData["SaveResult"];
Assert.AreEqual("Items was successfully updated", actual);
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Listing 4.6: C# showing the same two AtomicCms unit tests in the manual version
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

[Test]
public void InnerFormatResultMessage_Created()
{
// act
var actual = AdminMenuItemController.
InnerFormatResultMessage(null, 42);

8

// assert
Assert.AreEqual(
"Items was successfully created with Id = 42"
actual);

9

10

11
12

}

13
14
15

[Test]
public void InnerFormatResultMessage_Updated()

16

{

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

// act
var actual = AdminMenuItemController.
InnerFormatResultMessage(42, 42);
// assert
Assert.AreEqual("Items was successfully updated", actual);
}
}
}

4.5.2

Number of Changes to the Public Interface of the Class Under Test

Table 4.5 lists the per-project results of running the Public Interface Comparer tool on
the IUTs to obtain their number of public interface changes—or differences—relative
to the base source code.
This evaluation was mostly to ensure that none of the strategies would transform
the IUT in such a way that could change the public interface exposed by the IUT
to third-party programs. It did come in handy during development to correct errors
introduced during transformations and the presence of zeros across the results is a
testament that all three strategies can be implemented without any changes that
would be noticed by consumers of the end-result binaries.
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base
n/a
n/a
n/a

Projects
Textile
KeePassLib
AtomicCms

Strategies
visibility
-state
visibility
0
0
0
0
0
0

manual
0
0
0

Table 4.5: Number of changes to the public interface (relative to base) per project,
per strategy
4.5.3 Percentage of Branches Covered Using Concolic Testing
Table 4.6 lists the results of measuring the code coverage percentage achieved by the
tests generated by Pex.

Projects
Textile
KeePassLib
AtomicCms

Strategies
visibility
base
-state visibility
59.79%
60.61%
64.13%
45.90%
46.00%
48.33%
50.24%
50.24%
57.85%

manual
67.02%
49.18%
55.23%

Difference"
+7.23%
+3.28%
+4.99%

Table 4.6: Percentage of branch code coverage achieved by concolic testing per project,
per strategy.
"Difference between manual and base

We can confidently say that the visibility-state strategy produced equiva
lent results to doing nothing, while the visibility strategy produced better results
and the manual strategy produced the best results, save for the AtomicCms project.
This is most likely due to the fact that the AtomicCms project consists almost en
tirely of data access code, loading entities from a database into an object model in
order to display them in a web page, as well as code to go the other way around.
The project is therefore very state-centric and contains very little of the kind of "pure
computations" (such as deterministic data transformations) that lend themselves to
be extracted into stateless methods.
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The fact that the visibility strategy fared better than the visibilitystate strategy suggests that the biggest obstacle to Pex's quest for coverage is not
hidden mutable state but rather methods it cannot reach. Even so, that may be a nec
essary condition, but not a sufficient one as the manual strategy still outperformed
the visibility strategy in 2 out of the 3 projects, which suggests that there is
merit in what differentiates the manual strategy from the visibility strategy:
statelessness and input simplification.

4.6

Validation

To help meet the goal, the proposed SME testability refactoring was applied on
selected parts of three open-source projects and then compared against three other
strategies.
Metrics
Projects
MI MTa (average)
Textile
KeePassLib
AtomicCms
PIC6 (average)
Textile
KeePassLib
AtomicCms
VSP/TSPC (average)
Textile
KeePassLib
AtomicCms

Strategies
Do nothing
77.33
78.00
70.00
84.00
0
0
0
0
52.92%
59.79%
45.90%
50.24%

SME
85.33
85.00
81.00
90.00
0
0
0
0
57.92%
67.02%
49.18%
55.23%

Difference
+8.00
+7.00
+11.00
+6.00
0
0
0
0
+5.00%
+7.23%
+3.28%
+4.99%

Table 4.7: Comparison of the results between base and manual, on average and
per-project.
°Complexity of unit tests: A higher number indicates better maintainability and, consequently,
lower complexity.
^Public interface changes: A lower number is better.
cThe percentage of branches covered using concolic testing. A higher number is better.
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As can be seen in sections 4.4 and 4.5 (summarized in table 4.7), the application
of SME on the three test projects had the following general effects on the metrics,
relative to the base version:
1. The complexity of the manually-written unit tests went down.
2. Zero changes to the public interface of the class under test were necessary.
3. The percentage of branches covered using concolic testing went up.
Given the three metrics are better than or equal to the baseline, we have been able to
reach the thesis goal to improve the testability of business logic in classes that suffer
from the "state problem".

4.7 Summary
This chapter introduced the mechanism used to compare SME against three other
strategies, the open-source projects with which the experiments and metrics were
carried out as well as what tools were used and how. The results showed that SME
improved testing and how the goal was validated.

Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the work that was performed, discusses the results and con
cludes with ideas for further research.

5.2 Synopsis
In chapter 1, the "state problem" was introduced as a specific problem in the general
field of software testing. Section 1.3 motivated the importance of the "state problem"
as a research topic and section 1.4 introduced the goal of this thesis: to improve the
testability of business logic in classes that suffer from the state problem—because
they contain hidden, mutable state—while minimally affecting functionality, main
tainability and the public interface of the code under test. These three conditions were
converted into three metrics from which the effectiveness of any proposed approach
could be evaluated: complexity of the unit tests, number of changes to the public
interface of the class under test and percentage of branches covered using concolic
testing. The chapter concluded with the following objectives in section 1.5: the design
of an approach that addresses the goal, the development of an automated evaluation
mechanism to validate the proposed approach, the development of the PIC tool, the
application of the approach (as well as two others, for relative comparison purposes)
on select open-source projects and the application of the evaluation on the modified
open-source projects.
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Related background and work was presented in chapter 2 to explain the problem
space, establish context and cover previous attempts at solving similar problems in
the fields of test generation and program transformation.
Chapter 3 describes the stateless method extraction approach in section 3.2, with
many source code examples presented. Suitability is then discussed in section 3.3,
covering cases other than HMS where SME can be used, followed by SME's best con
ditions for applicability in section 3.4. The PIC tool was described in section 3.5 and
the chapter concluded with a discussion of intents and their associated consequences
in section 3.6.
In chapter 4, an evaluation mechanism was described in section 4.2 after which
the proposed approach, as well as two others, were applied on three open-source
projects so that each approach could be compared against each other as well as against
the baseline source code. Empirical summary and detailed results were presented
in sections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. Lastly, in section 4.6 the results were crossreferenced with the goal's metrics and were shown to validate our approach through
concolic testing code coverage increases between 3 to 7 percent, unit test complexity
decreases between 6 and 11 points and no changes to the public interface.

5.3 Bias
The following examples identify ways to mitigate bias and its corresponding risk to
our results.
1. Selection of the open-source projects.
If SME could be automated, it could be applied on a much larger selection of
projects—at random or exhaustively—and thus could reduce the bias inherent
in the author's selection.
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2. Selection of the representative methods in said open-source projects.
The methods listed in table 4.1 were selected at the author's discretion to be
targeted for manually-written unit tests. Writing tests for a random selection
of methods or—time-permitting—all methods in all projects would reduce bias,
but this could come at the expense of increasing bias in the selection of opensource projects, because the writing of unit tests is a time-consuming process
and less projects would have to be selected as a result.
3. Manually-written tests.
The tests that were written for the complexity evaluation suffer from the au
thor's bias and ability. One way to mitigate this bias—and at the same time
reduce the amount of manual labour involved in the evaluation—is to avoid the
need for human-generated tests in the first place and to measure the complex
ity of the tests generated by a computer, such as those by Pex. This may not
be ideal, either, as Pex-generated tests may not necessarily be written to be
maintained by humans, but it would have the advantage of objectivity.
4. The goal's metrics and the tools used to evaluate them.
Although the CMPT implements a slight variation of the industry-standard
Maintainability Index, said metric is a bit dated (it was originally released in
1997) and has been declared "legacy" by Carnegie Mellon University's Software
Engineering Institute. Nevertheless, the notion of complexity may vary from
maintainer to maintainer and thus the measure of the complexity of the unit
tests metric is probably best left to the maintainer(s) of each project, even at
the expense of the objectivity of a completely-automated evaluation.
The Public Interface Comparer tool was written by the author (see section 3.5)
and could contain defects that affect the accuracy of the results. Some further
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testing of the tool could reduce its threats to validity.

The choice of Pex—a concolic testing tool—as a test generator may not be
optimal given the state problem was originally reported for evolutionary testing
tools. The unavailability of ah ET tool for the .NET platform lead to the use
of Pex as a stand-in. This threat to validity could be reduced by repeating
the evaluation in a language or on a platform where an ET tool is available,
although new open-source projects would have to be selected and the other
parts of the evaluation would have to be ported or replaced with equivalents,
such as using JUnit instead of NUnit and Emma instead of NCover.

5. Stochastic behaviour of concolic testing.

Although not as severe as that of metaheuristic search techniques, the Pex tool
did present some slight variations in its results due to the use of timeouts in
the constraint solver and the nature of running the evaluation on non-dedicated
hardware1. The use of dedicated hardware could reduce the variability of the
results, while an increase in the number of runs would allow the use of averages
to smooth out variability. However, given the standard deviation observed after
7 runs was no more than 0.28% and averaged 0.14%, this variability was deemed
inconsequential compared to the difference between strategies, which was on the
order of 3% to 7%.

1 Since

Pex is configured to be single-threaded and will only saturate one CPU core per run, three
independent runs were often scheduled simultaneously on the author's 4-core workstation computer
to reduce the total amount of time to wait for the results. It is likely the runs would have been
competing for resources amongst themselves and other processes running on the computer.
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5.4 Future Work
As was seen in sub-section 4.2.3, there is more than one possible strategy for address
ing HMS and there are very likely more strategies, both competing and complement
ing to SME. It would be interesting to compare SME to a non-trivial HMS-oriented
testability refactoring, both head-to-head and working together. Example strategies
include Binder's "Built-in Test Driver" and "Private Access Driver" [19], Meszaros'
"Test Utility Methods" [61] and introducing more "testing seams" [46].
As discussed in sub-section 5.3, one way to increase confidence in the results would
be to repeat the evaluation with more projects and this would be substantially easier
to achieve if the SME technique could be applied automatically, by writing a program
able to perform SME on arbitrary source code.
Although it may be possible to automate the application of SME on the source
code of individual projects, most projects have dependencies for which source code
is not always available, including that of the base framework. Some mechanism
to manually annotate the API of such opaque dependencies regarding immutability
of the classes and statelessness of the methods available would very likely help guide
SME, especially for the identification of candidate blocks and simplification of inputs.

5.5

Closing Thoughts

A belief behind this thesis is that a class that is difficult to test because of HMS can be
worked around by mechanically transforming its implementation in such a way that
simple tests are then trivial to write. While transforming a class in a manner invisible
to its consumers for the purposes of increasing its testability probably has the least
overall impact, it is possible—even likely—a better design would provide even better
testability. Such a design change might be risky—or even impossible—depending on
the project's non-functional requirements, life cycle, maturity, business pressures and

other factors. The game then becomes that of trade-offs and risks vs. rewards.
On the other hand and at a higher level, since "testing can only show the presence
of defects and not their absence" [28], is an increase in the quantity and/or quality
of testing really the best way to address the problem of software quality, given that
correctness proofs can be simpler and more powerful [29]? This is probably a question
of compatibility: if a software project was already built with a formal approach, a
change in requirements (or formal functional specification) is probably best addressed
with corresponding changes to both the program and the proof, whereas in a less
formal setting, a similar change in requirements is probably best addressed with an
equally informal approach.
In a world where "worse is better" [35] and "something is infinitely better than
nothing" [26], there are pressures and requirements for incrementally making software
better. The next time a software project needs to be made better due to the presence
of hidden, mutable state, there is now a strategy that can improve its testability with
minimal impact: stateless method extraction.

Appendix A

Acronyms

API Application Programming Interface
CT Concolic Testing
CGT Computer-Generated Tests
CMPT Code Metrics PowerTool
CUT Class Under Test
ET Evolutionary Testing
GA Genetic Algorithms
HGT Human-Generated Tests
HMT Hidden Mutable State
IUT Implementation Under Test
MI Maintainability Index
MST Metaheuristic Search Technique
MT Manually-written unit Tests
MUT Method Under Test
OO Object-Oriented

OOP Object-Oriented Programming
PIC Public Interface Changes
RT Random Testing
SBST Search-Based Software Testing
SCA Static Code Analysis
SE Symbolic Execution
SME Stateless Method Extraction
TSP Total Sequence Points
VSP Visited Sequence Points
XSL Extensible Stylesheet Language

Appendix B

Representative SME Applications

This appendix contains code samples illustrating the application of SME on the meth
ods targeted for manually-written unit tests—listed in table 4.1—as well as the unit
tests targeting the original methods and those targeting the extracted stateless meth
ods. Table B.l provides a guide to the code listings.
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Project
Namespace
Class
Method
Textile
Textile.Blocks
CodeBlockModifier
string ModifyLine(string)
string Conclude(string)
string CodeFormatMatchEvaluator(Match)
Textile.States
FootNoteFormatterState
void Enter()
void OnContextAcquired()
KeePassLib
KeePassLib.Cryptography.PasswordGenerator
PatternBasedGenerator
string ExpandPattern(string)
KeePassLib.Security
XorredBuffer
byte[] ChangeKey(byte[])
AtomicCms
AtomicCms.Web.Controllers
AdminMenuItemController
void FormatResultMessage(IMenuItem, int?)

Listings
Test
MUT MUT Test
Before After Before After

4.1
B.l
B.5

4.2
B.2
B.6

4.3
B.3
B.7

4.4
B.4
B.8

B.9
B.13

B.10
B.14

B.ll
B.15

B.12
B.16

B.17

B.18

B.19

B.20

B.21

B.22

B.23

B.24

B.25

B.26

B.27

B.28

Table B.l: Methods targeted for manually-written unit tests and their corresponding
listings

Listing B.l: C# showing the base version of the Conclude () method of the CodeBlockModifier class of the
Textile project.
1

public override string Conclude(string line)

2

{

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

// Recode everything except "<" and
;
line = NoTextileEncoder.DecodeNoTextileZones(line,
(?<=(*I\s)<code(" + Globals.HtmlAttributesPattern + 6")>)",
(?=</code>)
new string[] {
">" });
return line;
}

Listing B.2: C# showing the manual version of the Conclude () method, after SME.
1

public override string Conclude(string line)

2

{

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14

return InnerConclude(line);
}
internal static string InnerConclude(string line)
{
// Recode everything except "<" and
line = NoTextileEncoder.DecodeNoTextileZones (line,
@"(?<=("I\s)<code(" + Globals.HtmlAttributesPattern + @")>)",
(?=</code>)",
new string[] {
">" });
return line;

}

Listing B.3: C# showing the test for the base version of the Conclude () method.
[Test]
public void Conclude ()
{

const string input = @"<code language=""ruby"">return &#39;3 < 5&#39;</code>";
var cbm = new CodeBlockModifier ();
var actual = cbm.Conclude (input);
Assert.AreEqual (@"<code languages""ruby"">return '3 < 5'</code>", actual);
}

Listing B.4: C# showing the test for the manual version of the Conclude () method.
[Test]
public void InnerConclude ()
{

const string input = @"<code language=""ruby"">return &#39;3 < 5&#39;</code>";
var actual = CodeBlockModifier.InnerConclude (input);
Assert.AreEqual (@"<code language=""ruby"">return '3 < 5'</code>", actual);
}

Listing B.5: C# showing the base version of the CodeFormatMatchEvaluator () method of the CodeBlockMod
ifier class of the Textile project.
1

static public string CodeFormatMatchEvaluator(Match m)

2

{

3
4
5
6
7

8

string res = m.Groups["before"].Value + "<code";
if (m.Groups["lang"].Length > 0)
res += " language=\"" + m.Groups["lang"].Value + "\"";
res += ">" + m.Groups["code"].Value + "</code>" + m.Groups["after"].Value;
return res;

}

Listing B.6: C# showing the manual version of the CodeFormatMatchEvaluator () method, after SME.
1

static public string CodeFormatMatchEvaluator(Match m)

2

{

3
4
5
6
7 ,

8

return BuildCodeElementString(
m.Groups["before"].Value,
m.Groups["lang"].Value,
m.Groups["code"].Value,
m.Groups["after"].Value);

}

9
10

internal static string BuildCodeElementString(string before, string lang, string code, string after)

11

{

12
13
14
15
16

17

string res = before + "<code";
if (lang.Length > 0)
res += " language=\"" + lang + "\"" ;
res += ">" + code + "</code>" + after;
return res;

}

Listing B.7: C# showing the test for the base version of the CodeFormatMatchEvaluator () method.
1

2
3
4
5

[Test]
public void CodeFormatMatchEvaluator ()
{

var m = Regex.Match {
"Call the ruby r_tohtml(); method",
(?<before>Call\sthe\s)" +
0"(?<lang>ruby)\s" +
(?<code>r_tohtml\(\);)" +
(?<after>\smethod)"

6
7
8

9

10

);

11

var actual = CodeBlockModifier.CodeFormatMatchEvaluator(m);
Assert.AreEqual ("Call the <code language=\"ruby\">r_tohtml();</code> method", actual);

12
13

Listing B.8: C# showing the test for the manual version of the CodeFormatMatchEvaluator () method.
1

2

[Test]
public void BuildCodeElementString ()

3
4
5

{

6

}

var actual = CodeBlockModifier.BuildCodeElementString ("(", "ruby", "r.to_html", ")");
Assert.AreEqual (@"(<code language=""ruby"">r.to_html</code>)", actual);

CO

Listing B.9: C# showing the base version of the Enter () method of the FootNoteFormatterState class of the
Textile project.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

public override void Enter{)
{
Formatter.Output.Write(
string.Format("<p id=\"fn{0}\"{1}><sup>{2}</sup>
m_noteID,
FormattedStylesAndAlignment(),
m notelD));

8

}

Listing B.10: C# showing the manual version of the Enter () method, after SME.
1
2
3
4
5

public override void Enter()
(
Formatter.Output.Write(
FormatFootNote(m_noteID, FormattedStylesAndAlignment()));
}

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

internal static string FormatFootNote(int noteld, string formattedStylesAndAlignment)
{
return string.Format("<p id=\"fn{0}\"{1}><sup>{2}</sup>
noteld,
formattedStylesAndAlignment,
noteld);

13

}

Listing B.ll: C# showing the test for the base version of the Enter () method.
1

2
3
4
5

[Test]
public void EnterAndOnContextAcquired()
{

// arrange
var output = new StringBuilderTextileFormatter ();
output.Begin();
var fnfs = new FootNoteFormatterState(new TextileFormatter(output));
var expression = SimpleBlockFormatterState.PatternBegin + @"fn[0-9]+" + SimpleBlockFormatterState.PatternEnd;
var input = "fnl{color:red}. This is the footnote";
Match m = Regex.Match(input, expression);
fnfs.Consume (input, m);

6

7

8
9

10

11
12
13
14
15

// act
// do nothing, since Consume() already caused OnContextAcquired() and Enter() to be called

16

// assert
Assert.AreEqual("<p id=\"fnl\" style=\"color:red;\"><sup>l</sup> ", output.GetFormattedText());

17

18

}

Listing B.12: C# showing the test for the manual version of the Enter () method.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

[Test]
public void FormatFootNote()
{

// act
var actual = FootNoteFormatterState.FormatFootNote(1, " style=\"color:red;\"");
// assert
Assert.AreEqual("<p id=\"fnl\" style=\"color:red;\"><sup>l</sup>

}

actual);

Listing B.13: C# showing the base version of the OnContextAcquired {) method of the FootNoteFormatterState
class of the Textile project.
1

protected override void OnContextAcquired()

2

{

3
4
5

Match m = Regex.Match(Tag, @""fn(?<id>[0-9]+)");
m_noteID = Int32.Parse(m.Groups["id"].Value);
}

1

protected override void OnContextAcquired()

2

{

Listing B.14: C# showing the manual version of the OnContextAcquired () method, after SME.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

m_noteID = ParseFootNoteld(Tag);
}
internal static int ParseFootNoteld(string input)
{
Match m = Regex.Match(input, @""fn(?<id>[0-9]+)");
return Int32.Parse(m.Groups["id"].Value);
}

to
to

Listing B.15: C# showing the test for the base version of the OnContextAcquired () method.
1

2
3
4
5

[Test]
public void EnterAndOnContextAcquired()

{
// arrange
var output = new StringBuilderTextileFormatter ();
output.Begin();
var fnfs = new FootNoteFormatterState(new TextileFormatter(output));
var expression = SimpleBlockFormatterState.PatternBegin + @"fn[0-9]+" + SimpleBlockFormatterState.PatternEnd;
var input = "fnl[color:red). This is the footnote";
Match m = Regex.Match(input, expression);
fnfs.Consume (input, m);

6

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

// act
// do nothing, since Consume() already caused OnContextAcquired() and Enter() to be called

16

// assert
Assert.AreEqual("<p id=\"fnl\" style=\"color:red;\"><sup>l</'sup>

17

18

output.GetFormattedText());

}

Listing B.16: C# showing the test for the manual version of the OnContextAcquired () method.
1

2
3
4
5

[Test]
public void ParseFootNoteld()

{
// act
var actual = FootNoteFormatterState.ParseFootNoteId("fn42");

6

7

8
9

// assert
Assert.AreEqual(42, actual);

Listing B.17; C# showing the base version of the ExpandPattern () method of the PatternBasedGenerator class
of the KeePassLib project.
1

private static string ExpandPattern(string strPattern)

2

{

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Debug.Assert(strPattern != null); if(strPattern == null) return string.Empty;
string str = strPattern;
while(true)
{
int nOpen = str.IndexOf('{');
int nClose = str.IndexOf('}');

10
if((nOpen >= 0) && (nOpen < nClose))

11

12
13
14
15

string strCount = str.Substring(nOpen + 1, nClose - nOpen - 1);
str = str.Remove(nOpen, nClose - nOpen + 1);

16

uint uRepeat;
if(StrUtil.TryParseUInt(strCount, out uRepeat) && (nOpen >= 1))

17

18
if(uRepeat == 0)
str = str.Remove(nOpen - 1, 1);
else
str = str.Insert(nOpen, new string(str[nOpen - 1], (int)uRepeat - 1));

19

20
21
22
23
24
25

}
else break;

26
27
28
29

}
return str;
}

Listing B.18: C# showing the manual version of the ExpandPattern () method, after SME.
1

internal static string ExpandPattern(string strPattern)

2

{

3
4
5

Debug.Assert(strPattern != null); if(strPattern == null) return string.Empty;
string str = strPattern;

6

while(true)

7

{

8

int nOpen = str.IndexOf('{');
int nClose = str.IndexOf( 1 ) 1 );

9

10
11

if((nOpen >- 0) && (nOpen < nClose))

12

{

string strCount = str.Substring(nOpen + 1, nClose - nOpen - 1);
str = str.Remove(nOpen, nClose - nOpen + 1);

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

uint uRepeat;
if(StrUtil.TryParseUInt (strCount, out uRepeat) && (nOpen >=1))
{

if(uRepeat == 0)
str = str.Remove(nOpen - 1, 1);
else
str = str.Insert(nOpen, new string(str[nOpen - 1], (int)uRepeat - 1));

20

21

22

}

23
24
25
26
27

)
else break;
}

28
29

return str;
}

Listing B.19: C# showing the test for the base version of the ExpandPattern () method.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

[Test]
public void ExpandPattern()
{

// arrange
var psOutBuffer = new ProtectedString ();
var pwProfile = new PwProfileO;
pwProfile.Pattern = "g{5}";
var pbKey = new byte[] { 0x00 };
var crsRandomSource = new CryptoRandomStream(CrsAlgorithm.Salsa20, pbKey);
var error = PatternBasedGenerator.Generate(psOutBuffer, pwProfile, crsRandomSource);

8
9

10

11
12

// act
// nothing to do as ExpandPattern() would have been called by calling Generate()

13
14
15

// assert
Assert.AreEqual(PwgError.Success, error);
var actual = psOutBuffer.ReadStringO;
Assert.AreEqual("ggggg", actual);

16
17

18
19

}

Listing B.20: C# showing the test for the manual version of the ExpandPattern () method.
1

[Test]

2 public void ExpandPattern()
3
4
5

6

{

var actual = PatternBasedGenerator.ExpandPattern("g{5}");
Assert.AreEqual("ggggg", actual);
}

to
o>

Listing B .21: C# showing the base version of the ChangeKey () method of the XorredBuffer class of the KeeP
assLib project.
1
2
3

public byte[] ChangeKey(byte[] pbNewXorPad)
{
Debug.Assert(pbNewXorPad != null); if(pbNewXorPad == null) throw new ArgumentNullException("pbNewXorPad");

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Debug.Assert(pbNewXorPad.Length == m_pbData.Length);
if(pbNewXorPad.Length != m_j?bData.Length) throw new ArgumentException();
if(m_pbXorPad.Length == m_pbData.Length) // Data is protected
{
for(int i = 0; i < m_pbData.Length; ++i)
m_pbData[i] *= (byte) <m_pbXorPad[i] " pbNewXorPad[i]);

12

}

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

else // Data is unprotected
{
for(int i = 0; i < m_pbData.Length; ++i)
m_pbData[i] *= pbNewXorPad[i];
}

21

m_pbXorPad = pbNewXorPad;
return m_pbData;

}

to

Listing B.22: C# showing the manual version of the ChangeKey () method, after SME.
1
2
3

public byte[] ChangeKey(byte[] pbNewXorPad)
{
Debug.Assert(pbNewXorPad != null); if(pbNewXorPad == null) throw new ArgumentNullException("pbNewXorPad");

4
5
6
7
8
9

m_pbData = InternalChangeKey(m_pbData, m_pbXorPad, pbNewXorPad);
m_pbXorPad = pbNewXorPad;
return m_pbData;
}

10
11

internal static byte[] InternalChangeKey(byte[] pbData, byte[] pbXorPad, byte[] pbNewXorPad)

12

{

13
14
15

var result = new byte[pbData.Length];
Debug.Assert(pbNewXorPad.Length == pbData.Length);
if(pbNewXorPad.Length != pbData.Length) throw new ArgumentException();

16
if(pbXorPad.Length == pbData.Length) // Data is protected

17

18
for(int i = 0; i < pbData.Length; ++i)
resultfi] = (byte)(pbData[i] ~ (pbXorPadfi]

19

20

A

pbNewXorPad[i]));

21

22

else // Data is unprotected

23
24
25

for(int i = 0; i < pbData.Length; ++i)
result[i] = (byte)(pbData[i] ~ pbNewXorPad[i]);

26
return result;

27

28

}

Listing B.23: C# showing the test for the base version of the ChangeKey {) method.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

[Test]
public void ChangeKey()

{

8

// arrange
var data = new byte[] { 0x00, 0x01, 0x02, 0x03, 0x04, 0x05, 0x06, 0x07 };
var firstPad = new byte[] { 0x10, 0x11, 0x12, 0x13, 0x14, 0x15, 0x16, 0x17 };
var protectedData = new byte[data.Length];
for (var i = 0; i < data.Length; i++)

9

{

10

protectedData[i] = (byte) (datafi] " firstPad[i]);

11

}

12
13
14
15
16
17

var xb = new XorredBuffer(protectedData, firstPad);
var secondPad = new byte[] { 0x20, 0x21, 0x22, 0x23, 0x24, 0x25, 0x26, 0x27 };

18

// act
var actual = xb.ChangeKey(secondPad);

21

// assert
Assert.AreEqual(data.Length, actual.Length);
Assert.AreSame(protectedData, actual);
for (var i = 0; i < data.Length; i++ )

22

{

23
24
25

}

19
20

Assert.AreEqual(0x20, actual[i]);

)

to
tO

Listing B.24: C# showing the test for the manual version of the ChangeKey () method.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

[Test]
public void InternalChangeKey()

{
// arrange
var data = new byte[] { 0x00, 0x01, 0x02, 0x03, 0x04, 0x05, 0x06, 0x07 };
var firstPad = new byte[] { 0x10, 0x11, 0x12, 0x13, 0x14, 0x15, 0x16, 0x17 };
var protectedData = new byte[data.Length];
for (var i = 0; i < data.Length; i++)

{

10
11
12

var secondPad = new byte[] { 0x20, 0x21, 0x22, 0x23, 0x24, 0x25, 0x26, 0x27 };

13
14
15

// act
var actual = XorredBuffer.InternalChangeKey(protectedData, firstPad, secondPad);

protectedData[i] = (byte) (data[i] ~ firstPadfi]);
}

16
17

// assert
Assert.AreEqual(data.Length, actual.Length);
for (var i = 0; i < data.Length; i++)

18
19

{

20
21
22

Assert.AreEqual(0x20, actual[i]);
}

}

oo

o

Listing B.25: C# showing the base version of the FormatResultMessage () method of the AdminMenuItemController class of the AtomicCms project.
1
2
3

private void FormatResultMessage(IMenuItem menultem, int? id)
{
if (null == id || 0 == id)

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

{
TempData["SaveResult"] = string.Format("Items was successfully created with Id = {0}",
menultem.Id);
}
else
{
TempData["SaveResult"] = "Items was successfully updated";

11
12

)
}'

Listing B.26: C# showing the manual version of the FormatResultMessage () method, after SME.
1

private void FormatResultMessage(IMenuItem menultem, int? id)

2

{

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

TempData["SaveResult"] = InnerFormatResultMessage(id, menultem.Id);
}

internal static string InnerFormatResultMessage(int? id, int menultemld)

{
string result;
if (null == id I| 0 == id)

10

{

result = string.Format("Items was successfully created with Id = {0}",
menultemld);

11

12
}

13
14
15

else
{

16

result = "Items was successfully updated";

}

17

18
19

return result;
}

GO

N5

Listing B.27: C# showing the test for the base version of the FormatResultMessage () method.
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

[Test]
public void FormatResultMessage_Created{)
{

// arrange
var serviceFactory = new TestServiceFactory
{.
MenuService = new MenuServiceMole
{
SaveMenuItem = i => { },

},
};

var iut = new AdminMenuItemController(serviceFactory);
var item = new Menultem
{
Id = 42,

16

};

17

var formCollection = new FormCollection();

18
19
20

// act - EditMenuItem eventually calls FormatResultMessage
iut.EditMenuItem(null, item, formCollection);

21
22
23
24
25

// assert
var actual = iut.TempData["SaveResult"];
Assert.AreEqual("Items was successfully created with Id = 42", actual);

GO
GO

Listing B.28: C# showing the test for the manual version of the FormatResultMessage () method.
[Test]
public void InnerFormatResultMessage_Created()
{

•

// act
var actual = AdminMenuItemController.InnerFormatResultMessage(null, 42);
// assert
Assert.AreEqual("Items was successfully created with Id = 42", actual);

Appendix C

SME Applications

The following pages list all the methods that were transformed with SME, notes
regarding the transformation and the revision in the Subversion repository where the
changes took place.

135

Project
Namespace
Class
Method
Textile
Textile.Blocks
BoldPhraseBlockModifier
Istrinq ModifyLine(string)
CapitalBlocksModifier
i strinq CapitalsFormatMatchEvaluator(Match)
CitePhraseBlockModitier
Istrinq ModifyLine(string)
CodeBlockModifier
string ModifyLine(string)
strinq Conclude(string)
string CodeFormatMatchEvaluator(Match)
EmphasisPhraseBlockModifier
string ModifyLine(string)
FootNoteReferenceBlockModifier
istrinq ModifyLine(string)
GlyphBlockModifier
Istrinq ModifyLine(string)
HyperLinkBlockModifier
istrinq ModifyLine(string)
i strinq HyperLinksFormatMatchEvaluator(Match)
1 mageBlockModifier
string ModifyLine(string)
i string imageFormatMatchEvaluator{Match)
InsertedPhraseBlockModifier
1 string ModifyLine(string)
ItalicPhraseBlockModifier
j string Modifyline(string)
NoTextileBlockModifier
string ModifyLine(string)
string Conclude(string)

Notes

Extract method
Increase visibility
Extract method
Extract method. The regular expression string and the Regex instance
were later extracted into constants

Revision

126
99
129

Extract method
Extract method

130
130
100

Extract method

132

Extract method

133

Extract method

134

Extract method
Extract method

135
135

Extract method
Extract method. Also fixed a bug in the handling of href

136
136

Extract method

137

Extract method

138

Extract method
Extract method

139
139

NoTextileEncoder
I strinq EncodeNoTextileZonesMatchEvaluator(Match)
{string DecodeNoTextileZonesMatchEvaluator(Match)
PhraseBlockModifier
Istrinq PhraseModifierFormat(strinq, string, string)

Extract method
Extract method

140
140

Extract method

PhraseBlockModifier.PhraseModifierMatchEvaluator
string MatchEvaluator(Match)

Increase visibility
Extract method

265
99
141

Prelect
Namespace
Class
Method
PreBlockModifier
1 string ModifyLine(string)
Istrinq Conclude(strinq)
SpanPhraseBlockModifier
string ModifyLine(string)
StrongPhraseBlockModifier
string ModifyLine(string)
Textile.States
CodeFormatterState
i string FixEntities(string)
FootNoteFormatterState
i void Enter()
! void OnContextAcquiredO
OrderedListFormatterState
bool IsMatchForMefstrinq, int, int)
bool IsMatchForOthersfstring, int, int)
PreCodeFormatterState
! string FixEntities(string)
TableCellParser
1 strinq GetLineFraqmentFormattinqQ
TableFormatterState
Ibool ShouldExit(string)
TableRowFormatterState
void FormatLine(string)
UnorderedListFormatterState
bool IsMatchForMefstring, int, int)
bool IsMatchForOthersfstring, int, int)
Textile
TextileFormatter
void Format(strinq)
string PreparelnputForFormatting(string)
string CleanWhiteSpace(string)
stnng HandleFormattingState(string)

I
Notes

Revision
142

Extract method
Extract method

142

Extract method

143

Extract method

144

Increase visibility and scope

99

Extract method
Extract method

202

Extract method
Extract method

99
99

Increase visibility and scope

99

Extract method

99

Extract method

99

Extract method

99

Extract method
Extract method

99

Extract method
increase visibility and scope
Increase visibility and scope
Extract method

99

99

99
99
99
100

Protect
Namespace
Class
Method
KeePassLib
KeePassLib.Cryptography
CryptoRandom
i void AddEntropy(byten)
1 bytefl GenerateRandom256()
Cn/ptoRandomStream
CryptoRandomStream .ctor(CrsAlgorithm, bytefl)
ulong GetRandomUlnt64()
Salsa20Cipher
void NextOutput()
uint Rotl32(uint, int)
uint U8To32Uttle(bytefl, int)
void KeySetup(byteO)
void IvSetupfbvtefl)
StandardAesEngine
Ivoid ValidateArquments(Stream, bool, byteO, byteD)

1 Stream CreateStream(Stream, bool, bytefl, bytefl)
CO

oo

HmacOtp
| uint CalculateChecksumfuint, uintj
KeePassLib.Cryptoqraphy.PasswordGenerator
CustomPwGeneratorPool
lint Findlndex(PwUuid)
PatternBasedGenerator
! string ExpandPattern(strinq)
PwCharSet
bool Contains(char)
PwGenerator
CryptoRandomStream CreateCryptoStream(byteD)
PwgError GenerateCustom(ProtectedString, PwProfile,
CryptoRandomStream, CustomPwGeneratorPool)
PwProfile
1 PwProfile DeriveFromPassword(ProtectedString)
KeePassLib.Keys
CompositeKey
bytefl CreateRawCompositeKey32()
void ValidateUserKeysO
byteQ TransformKey(bytefl, byte[], ulonq)
KcpKeyFile
1 bytefl LoadKeyFile(string)

Notes

Extract methods
Extract method

Revision

270,271
272

Extract method
Extract method

273
104

Extract method
Increase visibility
Increase visibility
Extract method

104
104
104
104
104

Extract method
Increase visibility
Increase visibility

104

Increase visibility

104

Extract method

274

Increase visibility

104

Extract method

274

Increase visibility

104

Increase visibility

104

Extract method

104

Extract method
Extract method
Increase visibility

105
105
105

Extract method

275

104

Project
Namespace
Class
Method

Notes

byteQ LoadBinaryKey32(byteQ)
byteQ LoadHexKey32(byteQ)
bytefl LoadXmlKeyFile(string)
KcpPassword
1 void SetKev(bvten)
KeyValidatorPool
string Validate(string, KeyValidationType)
KeePassLib.Security
XorredBuffer

v

CO

to

—- - - -

—

1 bvtefl ChanaeKey(bytefl)
KeePassLib.Serialization
HashedBlockStream
ibool ReadHashedBlockO
lOConnection
bool ValidateServerCertificate(object, X509Certificate, X509Chain,
SslPolicyErrors)
lOConnectionlnfo
string GetDisplayNameO
bool IsLocalFileO
Kdb4File
XmlReader CreateXmlReader(Stream)
void ReadHeader(BinaryReaderEx)
void SetCipher(byteQ)
void SetCompressionFlags(byteD)
void SetlnnerRandomStreamlD(bytefl)
KeePasslib.Translation
KpccLayout
int? GetModControlParameterfControl, LayoutParameterEx, strinq)
void WriteControlDependentParams(StringBuilder, Control)
void WriteCpiParam(StringBuilder, string)
KPTranslation
void RtlApplyToControlsfControl.ControlCollection)
void RtlMoveChildControls(Control)
void RtlApplyToToolStripltems(ToolStripltemCollection)
KeePassLib.Utilitv
MemUtil
1 byteO HexStringToByteArray(string)
MessageService

Revision

Increase visibility
Increase visibility
Extract method

105
105
277

Extract method

278

Extract method

280

Extract method which creates a new byte array instead of mutating
one

370

Extract methods

283, 284

Increase visibility

106

Extract method
Extract method

106
106

Increase visibility
Extract methods
Extract method
Extract method
Extract method

106
106, 286
287
287
287

Increase visibility
Increase visibility
Increase visibility

107
107
107

Increase visibility
Increase visibility
Increase visibility

107
107
107

Extract method

107

Project
Namespace
tiiiss
iMethod
1 string ObjectsToMessage(object|]}
Istrinq ObiectsToMessage(obiectn, bool)
CharStream
jchar ReadChar(bool)
KeePassLib
PwDatabase
uint FindLocationChangedPivot<T>(PwObjectList<T>,
KeyValuePair<uint, uint>, PwObjectPool, PwObjectPool,
Queue<PwUuid>, Queue<PwUuid>, bool)
void GetNeighborltems(List<IStructureltem>, PwLluid,
Queue<PwUuid>, Queue<PwUuid>)

Notes
Increase visibility
Increase visibility
Extract method

107

Increase visibility

108

Increase visibility
Increase visibility
void RemoveCustomlconUuidfPwEntry, List<PwUuid>)
PwGroup
void LinearizeGroupRecursive(LinkedList<F>wGroup>, PwGroup,
Increase visibility and scope
ushort)
void SearchEvalAdd(string, string, StringComparison, Regex, PwEntry,
Increase visibility
PwObiectList<PwEnhv>)

o

Revision
107
107

108
108

108
108

Protect
Namespace
Class
{Method
AtomicCms
AtomicCms.Common.Utils
SimpleHash
bool VerifyHash(string, Algorith, string)
string ComputeHashfstring, Algorith, byteQ)
Strong
string PropertyName(Expression)
string MethodName(Expression)
AtomicCms.Core.Models
EntryService
1 int GetParsedDefaultPaqeldO
S IEnumerable<IEntry> TnjncateEntryTitle(IEnumerable<IEntry>)
11Entry Truncfl Entry)
InfrastructureService
SyndicationFeed 8uildFeed(strinq, Func<IEntry, string>)
ChanqeFrequency CalculateFrequency(DateTime)
SeoService
string CreateAlias(string)
string Sanitarize(strinq)
AtomicCms.Web.Controllers
AdminMenultemControlIer
S void FormatResultMessaqeflMenultem, int?)
AtomicCms.Web.Core.Extensions
LocaiizationExtensions
1 string GetResourceString(HttpContextBase, string, string, object)])
1 string GetVirtualPath(HtmlHelper)
AtomicCms.Web.Core.Mvc
SkinSupportViewEngine
stringQ AddNewlocationFormats(IEnumerable<string>,
IEnumerable<strinq>)
string OverrideMasterPage(strinq, ControllerContext)
bool NeedChangeMasterPage(ControllerContext)
AtomicCms.Web
MvcApplication
bool RemoveDoubleSlashes(string)
bool RemoveWWWPrefix(string, strinq, string, string, out strinq)
bool AddTrailingSlash(string)

Notes

Revision

Extract method
Extract method

417
417

Increase visibility
Increase visibility

417
417

Extract method
Increase visibility and scope

417

Increase visibility and scope

417
417

Extract methods
Extract method

417
417

Extract method
Increase visibility and scope

417
417

Extract method

417,420

Increase visibility
Increase visibility

417
417

Increase visibility and scope
Increase visibility and scope

417
417

Increase visibility and scope

417

Extract method
Extract method
Extract method

417
417
417

Appendix D

Raw Data Spreadsheet

The following pages reproduce the "Raw data" sheet of the online spreadsheet1, which
was used by the "Record results" step described in section 4.2.6. The spreadsheet
contains every row submitted to it by this step, with many of these rows created by
investigating various tests and tweaks. Its columns are explained in table D.l. Notes
were occasionally added in the "Notes" column to explain the test or tweak being
investigated.
Column name
Timestamp
Batch #
Project
Strategy
TSP
VSP
PIC
MI IUT
MI MT

Description
The date and time the result row was inserted
The revision of the Subversion repository or private if run for
testing purposes instead of in a batch
The name of the project
The name of the strategy employed
Total Sequence Points, the denominator for code coverage per
centage calculation
Visited Sequence Points, the numerator for code coverage per
centage calculation
Public Interface Changes
Maintainability Index of the Implementation Under Test
Maintainability Index of the Manually-written unit Tests

Table D.l: Names and descriptions of the columns in the "Raw data" sheet of the
online results spreadsheet.

1 The online spreadsheet can be seen at https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?
key=0Ag6eugnyWA09dG9zQnFtTlQ0ZldGUjI5TUlFMnpFWWc
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Percent coverage ; Notes

Batch#
1012:01:01

StringExtensions

4/18/201012:01:03
4/18/2010.12:04:11
4/18/2010 12:04:12
4/18/2010 12:10:21
4/18/201012:10:21
4/18/2010 12:25:41
4/18/2010 12:25:41
4/18/201012:27:55
4/18/2010 12:27:55
4/18/201012:31:26
4/18/201012:31:28
4/18/2010 12:35:29
4/18/2010 12:35:29
4/21/2010 7:16:21
4/21/2010 7:16:22
4/21/2010 20:41:29 pnvate
4/21/201020:41:32
4/21/2010 21:22:32
4/21/2010 21:22:32
4/24/2010 14-58:62
4/24/2010 15:19:51
4/24/201015:19:52
4/24/2010 15 19 52
4/24/2010 15:48:08
4/24/2010 15:48:09
4/24/2010 15:48:12
4/24/2010 19 49 29 pnvate
4/24/2010 21:26:44 pnvate
4/24/2010 22 26 25
4/24/2010 22 26 26
4/24/2010 22 26 29
4/24/2010 22 26 29
5/1/2010 15:20:56
5/1/2010 16:53:39 pnvate
5/1/2010 16:56:58
5/1/2010 17:04:08

S^i^Extenaons

_

5/1/201017:16:32
5/3/2010 22:07:27
5/3/2010 22:29:44
5/3/2010 22:30:38
5/3/201022:49:1
5/3/2010 23:31:23
5/8/2010 17:18:29
5/8/2010 17:22:56
5/8/2010 17:24:39
5/8/2010 17:24:46
5/8/2010 17:34:50
5/8/2010 17:56:03
5/9/2010 12:14:03
5/9/2010 12:50:58
5/9/2010 13:33:55
5/29/2010 10:49:29
5/29/2010 10:51:04
5/29/2
O 10:55:35
5/29/2010 11:10:17
5/29/2010 14:58:16
5/29/2010 15:52:54

StringExtensions
StringExtensions
StringExtenstons
StnngExtensions
StringExtensions
StringExtensions
StringExtensions
StnngExtensions
StringExtensions
StringExtensions
StringExtensions
StringExtensions
StringExtensions
StrtngExtensions
KeePassLib
StringExtensions
KeePassLib
StnngExtensions
Textile
KeePassLib
StringExtensions
Textile
KeePassLib
StnngExtensions
Textile
AtomicCms
AtomicCms
AtomicCms
KeePassLib
StringExtensions
Textile
AtomicCms
StringExtensions
StnngExtensions
StnngExtensions
StringExtensions
StringExtensions
KeePassLib

base
testonented
base
testonented

100.00%*

mbo%
tooxn%
io6;'o6%
100.00%

testonented

100.00%

100.00%
[testonented

100.00%
100.00%

testonented
testonented

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

testonented

100.00%

100.00%
100.00%
testonented

100.00%

32.44%
100.00%
31.74%
100.00%
60.61%
32.44%
100.00%
60.61%

32.18%
100.00%
60.61%

48.98%
48.98%
49.07%
32.16%
100.00%

60.61%
48.98%

100.00%
100.00%
100.00%

100.00%
100.00%
32.48%

100.00%

pnvate
private
private

QT

pnvate
pnvate

Textile
AtomicCms
KeePassLio
StnngExtensions
Textile
StringExtensions
Textile
AtomicCms
AtomicCms
KeePassLib
KeePassLib
KeePassLib
StringExtensions
Textile
Textile
AtomicCms
Textile
Textile

60.61%

48.49%
45.58%
100.00%

60.61%
100.00%
60.61%
48.49%
48.49%
45.58%

ibase
Imanual
manual
manual

45.54%
100.00%
60.61%
60.14%
48.49%
61.74%
61.92%

:

.* JTmostampfS^ •'.$
11
•:v7|SWngExtensions
5/29/201015:57:26
6/29/201015:59:11
:7jTexti!e
5/29/201016:04:42
2fTextile
5/29/201016:19:36
8 AtomicCms
512917010;i7:35:05 private
Textile
Textile
5/29/2010 18:33:43 private
5/30/201010:00:34 private
Textile
5/30/2010 10:05:07
8 StrinaExtensions
5/30/201010:09:11
3jTextiIe
8 Textile
5/30/201010:10:47
6/1/201020:03:13 private
StringExtensions
StringExtensions
6/1/2010 20:06:21 private
6/1/2010 20:24:04 private
iStrinflExteiisions
StrinaExtensions
6/1/2010 20:24:24 private
6/1/2010 20:41:38
4 Textile
6/1/2010 20:42:02
9 Textile
6/1/2010 20:54:48
11 StnngExtensions
6/1/201021:32:52
11 KeePassLib
6/1/2010 21:40:41 private
AtomicCms:
6 120 0 21.44.37
12 StnngExtensions
Textile
6/1/201021:45:47
10
6/1/201021:48:52
5 Textile
6/1/2010 22:12:34
1? AtomicCms
6/1/2010 22:16:14
1? KeePassLib
6/5/2010 14:38:03
11 Textile
6/5/201014:39:23
6lTextii"
6/5/2010 14:45:18
14iStnngExtensJons
6/5/2010 14:55:44
13? AtomicCms
6/5/2010 15:05:27
13jKeePassLib
6/5/2010 15:05:32
ijKeePassLib
6/27/201012:50:44 pnvate
KeePassLib
7/3/201011:16:54
15jStringExtensions
7/3/201011:23:22
7iTextile
15 AtomicCms
7/3/2010 11:46:27
13 Textile
7/3/201011:49:18
2 KeePassLib
15 KeePassLib
7/3/201011:52:20
7/3/201012:42:57 private
Textile
7/10/2010 11:01:17
16 StrinaExtensions
7/10/2010 11103:06
14 Textile
7/10/201011:06:25
.
8 Textile
7/10/2010 11:24:54
16 AtomicCms
7/10/201011:33:50
16 KeePassLib
7/10/201012:08:08 private
KeePassLib
7/10/201014:22:49
'5 KeePassLib
7/10/2010 17:34:36
15 Textile
7/10/201017:38:22
9 Textile
7/10/2010 17:55:16
17 AtomicCms
7/10/201018:04:10
6 KeePassLib
7/10/201018:04:45
17 KeePassLib
7/10/201019:25:04
18 StringExtensions
7/10/201020:05:13
19 StnngExtensions
7/10/2010 20:07:02
16 Textile
; 7/10/2010/20:11:17
10 Textile
7/10/2010 20:27:42
18 AtomicCms
7/10/2010 20:37:10
7'KeePassLib
7/10/2010 20:37:40
18iKeePassUb
7/14/2010 22:22:56 pnvate
KeePassLib
7/14/2010 22:59:41 private
KeePassLib

(base
ibase
;manual
base
manual
manual
manual
base
manual
ibase
base
base
base
<base
imanual
ibase
ibase
ibase
base
ibase.
ibase
tmanua!
ibase
ibase
ibase
;manual
bctse
base
ibase
jmanual
manual
ibase
manual
base
ibase .
s manual
ibase
manual
base
base
manual
:base
"ibase'.
•< manual
'manual
'base
;manual
base
manual
ibase
ibase
Ibase
ibase
manual
base
manual
ibase
imanual
1manual

PIC . Ml IUT
'VSP
•• 15J
517}
; 625]
877
1025
497)
877
543j
886
556.
884
555
15
15
884
554
853
511
15
15
15
15
15*
15
15
.15
884
555
517
853
15
15
7624
3476
1025
503
15
15
853
517
884
555
1025
503
7624
3483
853
517
554
884
<5
15
1025
497
7624
3487
7624
3484
7634
3495
15
15
884
551
1025
502
853
517'
7634
3489I
7624
3480
884
789
15
15
853
513
884
• ": •554
1025r„ 503
7624
3488
7639
3496
7639
3496
853
513
884
549
1025
503
7659
3502
7624
3484
15
15
15
15
853
514
884
551
1025
^ 503
7659
3501
7624
3483
7662
3497
7662
, 3506

TOP'
15
853
L

j

Ml MT
I

i

I
j

!
i

Percent coverage

Notes

100.00%
60.61%
71.27%
48.49%
61.92%
62.75%
62.78%
100.00%
62.67%
59.91%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
100.00%
62.78%
60.61%
100.00%
45.59%
49.07%
100.00%
60.61%
62.78%
49.07%
45.68%
60.61%]
62.67%
100.00%
48.49%
45.74%
45.70%
45.78%
100.00%
62.33%
48.98%
60.61%
45.70%!
45.65%
89.25% Trying Pex 0.92. but would not run reliably enough
100.00%
60.14%
62.67%
49.07%
45.75%
45.77%
45.77%
60.14%
62.10%
49.07%
45.72%
45.70%
100.00%
100.00%
60.26%
62.33%
49.07%
45.71%
'45.68%
45.64%
45.76%

0
336
252

Hmutarrp
* Batch#
KeePassLib
__tmanual
7/17/2010 1J 31 07 pnvate
fKeePassLib
... manual.
7/17/20101£05 33 p-vato
7/17/201013 29 23 pnvate
Textile
manual
7/24/2010 13 3617*
20JstrtngExtensions
base
7/24/201013:41:22
Textile
manual
7/24/2010 13:42:37
Texule
7724/201013:57:31
AtomicCms
KeePassLib
manual
7/24/20104:07:18
7/24/201014:07:44
KeePassub
manual
7/24/201014:26:16
AtomicCms
7/24/2010 14:31:22
18
Textile
7/24/2010 14:32:25
base
7/24/2010 14:37:40
manual
12iTextile
7/24/201014:52:05
AtomicCms
7/24/2010 14:52:54
manual
AtomicCms
manual
7/24/201016:57:50
KeePassLib
floiSteingExtensions
7/25/2010 15:18:35
l!6^Textile
7/25/2010 15:20:301
manual
7/25/2010 15:23:56|
110|Textfle
1,10;AtomicCms
7/25/2010 15:41:29]
110sAtomicCms
manual
7/25/2010 15^41:39
7/25/2010 16.06:31 j
110 KeePassLib
7/25/2010 16 13 42j
110 KeePassLib
manual
9/11/2010 11:33:03!private
KeePassLib
9/11/2010 11:53:56lprlvatS
manual
KeePassLib
9/11/2010 13:42:17
StnngExtensions
9/11/201013:51:58
Textile
9/11/2010 14:01:33
manual
Textile
manual
9/11/201014:03:03
AtomicCms
9/11/201014:03:08
AtomicCms
114sKeePassLib
9/11/201014:16:01
114 KeePassub
manual
9/11/2010:14:56:52
PlvotStack
11/14/2010 21:35:45Jjprivate
1/21/2011^11:18:41|private
StnngExtensions
1/21/2011 11:29:26|private
PlvotStack
1/21/201:1 ii1:45:34]prlvate
onginal
PivotStack
project-original
1/28/2011 11:04:26jprlvate
PtvotStack
proiect-base
1/28/2011 15 57 21'private
PivotStack
2/12/201112:42:461private
PivotStack
project-base
project-base
2/12/2011 12:50:27|p_rivate
PivotStack
2/12/2011 14:59:48|private
PlvotStack
proiect-base
2/12/2011:15:13:081private
PivotStack
project-base
2/12/2011 15:14:35(private
PivotStack
prcgecfcbase
2/12/201115:16:19 private
PivotStack
prajetf-jjase
2/12/201* 15:17:43 private
PlvotStack
project-base
project-base
2/12/2011 15:45:22 private
PivotStack
2/12/2011 15:47:43
PlvotStack
2/12/201115:57:28 private
StringExtensions Stnng^ensipns
2/12/2011 15:58:50 private
2/15/201121:17:13 private
PivotStack
project-base
7/23/201121:03:27
KeePassLib - ..... base
7/25/2011 19:37:12
^KeePassLib
base
7/25/2011 19:37:13
KeePassLib
manual
7/25/2011 20 03.40
261jStringExtensions
7/26/2011 11:36:55 pnvate
Textile
visibility
7/26/2011 11,4004 private
Textile
7/26/2011 11:42.24 pnvate;
manual
Textile
7/26/2011"12:43:15 pnvate
•Textile
visibility
7/26/2011 21:48:37 private
visibility _

TSP

VSP

4 _

_3484

PfCPMlUT

Percent coverage I Notes
45.76%*
45>3%
1
"62.78%
100.00°/
62.78%
60.38%
49.07%
45.72%
45.70%
49.07%
100.00%
60.61%
61.54%
48.49%
49.07%
45.76% tweaked Pex, but took 45 minutes

100.00%
60.61%
62.67%
48.49%
49.07%
45.70°/i
45.15%
46.30%
4931%

100.00%
6038%
62.78%
48.98%
49.07%
46.24%
48.77%
65.22%! Early test with unfinished version
100.00%'

47736%
48;02%
56.05%! Temporarily back-sported the code coverage to original branch
57.07%*
58.94%
58.58%

58.54%
58.44%
58.34%

58.20%
58.20%
58.20%
58.47%
45.45% Testing with Enc s Math.zip
100.00% Testing with Enc s Math.zip
58.47%
46.26%
46.26%
49.30%

100.00%
64.24%

60.61%
67.24%
64'.
64.24%

* --'^Tlnwtamp'.
nisi
Textile
base
7/26/201121:50:42 private
i manual
Textile
7/26/2011 21:53:04 private
7/26/2011.21:58:37 private
7/27/2011 17:48:19 private
Textile
base
visibility
7/27/2011:17:48:57 private
Textile
Textile
manual
7/27/2011:17:49:04 private
'visibility-safe :
Textile
7/27/2011 20:35:44 private
'visibility
7/27/2011 20:45:24 private
Textile
s visibility-safe
7/27/201120:46:39 private
Textile
^visibility
Textile
7/27/201121:09:55 private
visibility-safe
7/27/2011 21:09:59 private
Textile
visibility-safe
7/27/201121:39:11 private
^Textile •
.
"• visibility
7/27/2011 21:39:11 private
Textile
visibility
7/277201121:57:53 private
TexWe
Textile
; visibility-safe
7/27/2011 21:57:54 private
visibility-state
7/27/201122:37:24 private
Textile
7/27/2011 23:15:28 private
KeePassLib
base
KeePassLib
manual
7/28/2011 11:40:01 private
KeePassLib :
manual
7/28/2011 13:51:52 private
7/28/2011 14 50 17 private
KeePassLib
'base
7/28/2011 15 09 54 private
KeePassLib :
i manual
_
7/28/2011 19:49:44 private
KeePassUb^^,,^ ]manual__
ivisibihty-state
7/28/201121:13:42 private
KeePassLib
7/28/201122:02:53 pnvate
PivotStack
^ ibase
7/28/201122:09:14 pnvate
KeePassUb
: i manual
•manual
8/28/2011 10:03:05 pnvate
PivotStack
9/3/201115:07:51 pnvate
StringExtensions
base
StnngExtensions ximanuar
9/3/2011 17:09:46 pnvate
Textile
ibase
9/25/201111:17^26 private
9/25/2011 11:17:26 private
Textile
- imanual^ „ „ _
—
9/25)201111:41:22 private
textile
ibase
9/2S/2011 114123 pnvate
Textile
imanual
basp
9/25/2011 15:52:37 private
Textile
Textile
manual
^
9^5/2011 15:52:37 private
10/10/201114:10:47 private
KeePassLib
base
10/10/2011 14:10:48 pnvate
_ ^visibility
KeePassLib
—
10/10/201114:10:49 private
KeePassLib
jvisibility-state w
Textile
10/10/2011 14:26:03 private
ivisibility-state
visibility
10/10/2011 14:26:13 private
Textile
10/10/2011 15:02:22 private
KeePassLib
manual
10/17/2011 10:02:27
Textile
visibility
356
10/17/2011 10:12:16
356 Textile
visibility-state
10/17/2011 10:17:37
356 Textile
i manual
10/17/2011 10:27:13
346 KeePassLib
i visibility-state
10/17/201110:31:33
356 Textile
ibase
ivisibility-state
10/17/2011 10:48:39
356 Textile
10/17/201110:53:17
jbase
•
356 KeePassLib
10/17/2011X11:04:03
356 KeePassLib
visibility
.manual
10/17/2011 11:20:49
356 KeePassLib
=visibility-state
10/17/2011 11:27:46
356 KeePassUb
;visibility
10/17/201115:14:03 private
Textile
10/17/2011 15:23:44
361 Textile
ibase
10/17/2011 15:34:49
;manual
361 Textile
10/17/2011 15:50:13
361 Textile
visibility
10/17/2011 15:55:37
361IKeePassLib
^base
10/17/201115:57:081
361 Textile
visibility-state
10/17/2011 16:29:54j
361 KeePassLib : :•manual
10/17/2011 16:41:59
361 KeePassLib
; visibility
'10/17/2011 22:13:20
361 KeePassLib
? visibility-state

PIC
MIIUT
T5P ' * V5P
""853 L
0
517
624
0
926
624
0
928
517
0
853
548
90
853
624
0
930
548
90
653
549
90
853
549
90
853
549
90
853
549 180
853
549
0
853
549
90
853
549
90
853
549
0
853
518
853
0
0
7622
3519
3776
7657
30
3776
0
7657
3482
7567
0
3728
0
7602
3736
0
7625
„
.
£
"7567
3464
403
0
834
3739 " "o
7623
411
846
0
15
0
f
15
15
0
15
0
517
853
• - 83i
624
930
0
m
517
0 ' ~~
853
83j
624
930
0
843
517
0
853
83;
624
0
84
930
3484
0
81
7567
81
7567
3624j
0
81
3469
0
7567
83
853
5181
0
549* 180
853
83
7623]
3744
0
81
549 180
83
853
517
853
0
83
0
84
624
930
0
7567
3471
81
514
0
853
83
517
83
853
0
0
81
7567
3489
0
7567
3664
3744
0
81
7623
3466
7567
0
81
549
0
83
853
517
0
83
853
624
930
0
84
0
546
83
853
81
3442
0
7567
517
0
853
83
7623
3739
0
81
36191
0
81
7567
81
7567
3478[
0

MIMT

83
90
100
100
100
83
83
100
83
83
90
100
83
83
100
100
100
100
83
83
90
83
100
8)
100
100
100

Percent coverage Notes
60.61%|
67.24%| •
67.24%
60.61%
64.24%
67.10%
64.24%
64.36%
64.36%
64.36%
64.36% bug in DPI code
64.36%
64.36%
64.36%
64.36%
60.73%
46.17%
49.31% bugs in PIC code
49.31%
46.02% deleted SetfTest
49.04%|deleted SelfTest
49.00%jtrying harder: hiding noivstateless and extractingmore
45.78%!
48.32%!
49.05%leven more improvements for authenticity
48.58%
100.00%!
100 00%!
60.61% IMl metric is for the manual tests
67.10%iMI metric is for the manual tests
60.61%;M1 metric is for the JUT
67.10%IMl metric is for the JUT
60.61%}Both Ml metrics recorded separately
67.10%i8oth Ml metrics recorded separately
46.04%
47.89%
~ 45.84%
~ 60.73%
64.36% non-zero PIC was because of bug in PIC tool
49.11%
64.36% non-zero PIC was because of bug in PIC tool
60.61%
67.10%
45.87%
60.26%
60.61%l
46.11%!
48.42%|
49.11%i
45.80%!
64.36%! confirmed fix for bug in PIC
60.61%!
67.10%!
64.01%
45.49%
60.61%
49.05%
47.83%,
45.96%

^TIma«Binp.
10/18/2011 9:22:08
10/18/2011-0:38734'
10/18/2011 948 38],
10/18/2011 9:49:51
10/18/2011:9:59:06!
10/18/201110:58:14
10/18/2011:11:03:46

Batch #s
366!Textile
366?Textile

Textile
Textile
KeePassLib
KeePassLib
10/18/201111:11:00
KeePassLib
10/18/2011 15:25:42 pnvate
Textile
Textile
10/18/2011 16:07:13 private
Textile
lo/istto'ifie^i? pnvate
10/18/2011 16:31:31 private
Textile
10/18/201118:20:10
368.Textile
Textile
10/18/2011 18:22:11
10/18/2011 18:27:45
Textile
10/18/201118:27:57
Textile
10/18/2011 18:53:30
KeePassLib
10/18/2011 19:28:20
KeePassLib
KeePassLib
10/18/201120:20:24
10/18/201120:36:49
KeePa^Ub
PivotSt|ck
10/19/2011 13:31136 pnvate
10/19/2011 13:31:36 private
PivotStack
10/19/2011 13:55:36
3781Textile
10/19/201114:07:02
378; Textile
10/19/201114:17:43|
Textile
10/19/2011 14:24:48?
KeePassLib
10/19/201114:26:28
Textile
10/19/2011 14 42 25.
10/19/2011 14:55:15
KeePassLib
10/19/201114:59:00
10/19/2011 17:09:38
10/19/2011 17:09:58
393!T<
10/19/201117:10:12
393'T
10/19/201117:13:49
393|KeePassLib
10/19/2011*17:45:19
10/19/2011 18:03:20
10/19/2011 18:23:21
393'KeePassLib
10/19/2011 18:48:00
10/20/2011 170142,pnvate
Atomto ^
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